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Venues
Faculty of Education
The conference will be taking place at the Rhodes University Faculty of Education, which is
situated across St Peter s lawn behind the Department of Music and Musicolog There is
ample street parking on Somerset Street in front of the Department of Music and
Musicology, and the Faculty of Education can be accessed through the gate next to the
Department of Music and Musicology.
The Faculty of Education has a wheel-chair accessible entrance on Grey Street but there is
limited parking on this side of the building.
The conference sessions will be taking place in the Medium Lecture Theatre (or MLT), Venue
5 and Venue 6, which are all situated adjacent to each other in the Faculty of Education.
Online venues will be communicated to delegates in a separate document.
Beethoven Room
The Rhodes Piano Concert on Thursday evening will take place in the Beethoven Room. This
is the main concert venue at the Department of Music and Musicology and is situated on
the first floor of the building. The venue can be accessed from Somerset Street.
Box Theatre
The ILAM concert on Friday evening will take place at the Box Theatre, which can be found
in the Drama Department on Prince Alfred Street. This venue is roughly a 15-minute walk
from the Faculty of Education.
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Keynote address
Professor Angela Impey, SOAS, University of London
Music and Environmental Futures in Africa: Accelerating Action from the Ground Up
This presentation responds to the widespread appeal for creative solutions to the global
climate crisis drawing on imaginative transdisciplinarit Brown et al. 2010) and
coalitional knowledge practices Harawa
to explore the contributions of ecomusicology to current climate debates. More specifically, the paper considers what new
insights might be revealed by integrating locally sensed and mobilized bio-cultural
knowledge with cutting-edge scientific research to support just environmental futures in
Africa. It reflects on a new research project that seeks to integrate intimately-sensed ethnoornithological knowledge, as curated in the songs, ritual practices and everyday actions of
indigenous and local people in three sites along the Africa-Eurasia flyway, with remotelysensed data on shifting bird migration evidencing environmental change. Birds are the
quintessential canar in the coal mine of global warming the are also salient actors in
human environments. Identifying sound as the principal interconnecting communication
faculty of both human and avian worlds, and acoustic phenolog soundscape ecologies
and acoustemologies of seasonal migration) as spatially and temporally significant, the
project considers how listening to the spillages and overlaps between different human and
non-human knowledges might guide locally apposite climate mitigation actions, with
implications for livelihood adaptation, ecosystem management and senses of place. The
paper ultimately proposes that it is through vigorous cross-scale local to global approaches
to climate change, forged through deep listening across disparate knowledge practices, that
our sound offerings may make the greatest contribution.
Bio
Angela Impey is Professor of Ethnomusicology at SOAS, University of London. A widely
published scholar, her research addresses music as oral history and political testimony in
southern Africa and the African Horn, with a specific focus on post-conflict social
integration, land, gender and climate justice. Her monograph, 'Song Walking: Women, Music
and Environmental Justice in an African Borderland' (2018, Chicago University Press) has
won multiple international awards, and her recently co-edited Routledge Companion to
Music and Human Rights (2022) represents the first collaboration between human rights
lawyers and practitioners and music scholars from a wide disciplinary and global perspective.
Her current research examines Traditional Phenological Knowledge (TPK) and focuses on
ethno-ornithology, soundscape ecology and climate adaptation along the east AfricanEurasian flyway.
Angela has served as a longstanding Trustee of numerous community-based music charities
and NGOs both in Africa and the UK, and more recently, has been collaborating with the
Netherlands-based Musicians without Borders to develop locally apposite monitoring,
evaluation and research tools to strengthen policy-relevant cultural (musical) processes in
post-conflict social integration.
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Abstracts (in alphabetical order according to last name)
Acqua, Emmanuel Obed H., John Francis Annan and Stephen Nyanteh Ayesu
Towards A Stronger Music Technology Programme In The Department Of Music Education,
University Of Education, Winneba
The role of Music Technology in the training of undergraduate music students is increasingly
becoming significant as a result of its multidisciplinary nature in most areas of music - music
composition, performance, production, distribution and research. Unfortunately, there seems
to be a gap of music technological competence among the students of the Department of
Music Education, University of Education Winneba. Although the course was introduced in
the 1997/1998 academic year by Professor Cosmas Worlanyo Kofi Mereku after completing
his Masters in Music as a Fullbright Scholar at the University of Michigan, USA. Since the
introduction of the course, students have not acquired the needed skills and knowledge to
make them competent in the course. The scope of the course, as described in the
og amme doc men i al o no ell defined. U ing document analysis as well as
interviews, the study seeks to unravel the actual content learnt by students compared with
ha ha been doc men ed in he og amme acc edi ed doc men . Ba ed on hilo o hie
embedded in the teaching and learning of Music Technology and some international
benchmarks, this study builds on the existing content of the course towards a stronger Music
Technology programme to give students the needed competencies in the course.
Bios
Prof. Emmanuel Obed Acquah is the Director of Quality Assurance, University of Education
Winneba (Ghana). His research interest is in music analysis, theory and composition,
education, drama and music technology.
Mr. John Francis Annan is a senior lecturer and the acting Head of Department of the
Department of Music Education, University of Education Winneba (Ghana). His research
interest is in music analysis, theory and composition, African pianism and music technology.
Stephen Nyanteh Ayesu is an Assistant Lecturer of Music Technology and Sound
Engineering in the Department of Music Education, University of Education Winneba
(Ghana). His research interest is in Technologies for music production, performance,
education, music composition and music research.

Acquah, Emmanuel Obed, John Francis Annan and Godfred Sackey
A Century of Stylistic Trends of Art Music Compositions in Ghana: Interview with Four
Ghanaian Scholar-Composers
Art music compositions in Ghana, over the years, have grown with various styles identified
with specific periods dating 1922 to 2022. These styles are conspicuous from creation of
Western hymn tunes from the early days practice to a fusion of Ghanaian indigenous musical
elements, embodiment of gospel tunes as well as macaronic compositions. There seems to be
little or no study to establish and align these trends to the epochs within the century. Within
9

the frame of divergent philosophical underpinnings and models, four scholar-composers were
purposively selected and interviewed to give their opinion on the styles emanating from
compositions before independence (1922-1956), after independence (1958-1999) and the 21st
Century (2000-2022). The import of this paper is to provide a realistic drift of the stylistic
periods of art music in Ghana to add to the paucity of literature in Art music compositions.
Keywords: Art music in Ghana, Ghanaian art music, stylistic periods, Ghanaian composers,
macaronic compositions, gospel tunes

Presenters
Emmanuel Obed Acquah
Department of Music Education, University of Education, Winneba
John Francis Annan
Department of Music Education, University of Education, Winneba
Godfred Sackey
Department of Music Education, University of Education, Winneba

Adekola, Olaolu Emmanuel
Linguistic Elements, Communication Devices and Interpretation in Àgídìgbo Music Among the
Yorùbá, Nigeria
Music and language are inseparable and their relationship manifests in various context,
however, discussion on how àgídìgbo musicans deploy certain nuances in navigating their
artistic creativity has not been given due attention in scholrly writings. Existing studies have
not sufficiently examined how language, text and interpretation make sense in àgídìgbo
music. This paper examined how language, text and interpretation in àgídìgbo are used to
make sense and how musicians deploy linguistic elements and nuances as communication
devices in social contexts during the performance of àgídìgbo music among the Yorùbá
people of Nigeria. Purposive technique was used to select three notable àgídìgbo exponents
and participant observation technique during social ceremonies was also used. Musical
excerpts were recorded from life performance of àgídìgbo exponents in Southwest Nigeria.
Data was subjected to content and musicological analyses. The findings revealed that the
language of àgídìgbo is full of praise, satire, entertainment and amusement which are
presented in form of proverbs (owe) and Yorùbá philosophical statements to impress the
intended meaning in the heart of the audience. The versatility and musical prowess of
àgídìgbo musician is not only measured by his virtuosity on the instrument, but also
measured by his ability to use the right and appropriate language elements such as owe and
other figures of speech in driving home his point either verbally or as a speech surrogate on
the instruments.
Bio
Dr. Olaolu Adekola Lectures at Emmanuel Alayande College of Education, Oyo, Oyo State,
Nigeria. He holds Ph.D and Masters of Arts (African Music) from University of Ibadan,
Ibadan respectively, Bachelor of Arts (Music) from Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
and Nigeria Certificate in Education (Music) from St. Andrew College of Ed ca ion O o.
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Research area: African Musicology, Music Education, Music media and Technology and
Ecomusicology.

Agyapong, Awura Ama
Revitalization and Sustainability of Adenkum: A Case Study of the Dokodoko Ensemble
This paper examines the revival and sustenance issues around indigenous Akan female
musical traditions. It focuses on the adenkum musical type to understand how its
performance practice is being revitalized. In indigenous Ghanaian communities, women have
always played an essential role in the music-making of various indigenous expressive
traditions. One such tradition is the adenkum, which, besides its function as entertainment,
also serves as a communicative and educational tool. The adenkum is a unique gourd-shaped
instrument believed to have emerged among Akan women. Its performance context was
framed as a space where women expressed themselves in ways that were forbidden in the
Ghanaian society. The adenkum repertoire, a wealth of socio-cultural and historical data,
characterizes and shaped how women discussed pertinent issues that affected them.
Unfortunately, its performance practice has, over the years, declined, with a few groups
occasionally performing it. One such group is the Dokodoko Ensemble, formed and led by
Nana Osei-Twum Barima. This group explores ways of re-engaging the performance
tradition of the adenkum. The ensemble has re-contextualized how the main instrument is
used in performances with Afro-fusion features. The paper argues that although the
instrument is engaged within a different context, the basis of drawing attention to the music
tradition is inevitable within its new performance framework. Using the Dokodoko
En emble a a ca e d , he a e conce ali e ho he en emble
age of adenkum
brings vitality to a music tradition that otherwise was in decline.
Bio
Awura Ama Agyapong Is a second-year MPhil (ethnomusicology) student at the University
of Ghana. She is a singer/songwriter with special interests in traditional music, popular
music, and film music. She currently performs with various bands and has collaborated with
several reputable artists.

Akande, Sunday Olufemi
Perceptions of Music Educators and Students on the Application of Mobile -Technology
Library Services in Selected Nigeria Universities
It is no secret that academic library is an educational system or self-contained educational
entity, a place where students can become self-educated and have access to varieties of
academic materials. The advent and rapid advancement in technology have made it more
realistic and dynamic such that it has moved from being stationary to mobile one, where
academic resources can be accessed on smart phones. The mobile-technology library service
has become an indispensable part of educational administration and makes teaching and
learning in institutions more efficient and productive, thereby engendering a variety of tools
o enhance and facili a e eache and den
edagogical ac i i ie . Thi e ea ch
investigates the application of mobile-technology library services at Olabisi Onabanjo
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University, University of Ibadan and Mountain Top University using constructivism
framework. It also aims to locate the possible advantages and relative drawbacks as touching
the mobile based library technology. The study will explore the survey method with a
structured questionnaire using four-point Likert scale. The data will be analysed using
frequency distribution, percentage and mean for data analysis. This research concludes that
some lecturers and students provide specific information on the use of mobile-technology
library services for retrieving information and their attitudes mobile-technology library
services. This research recommends for both that students and lecturers orientation and retraining on the use of mobile device to access library services. It also recommends
Universities should ensure the mobile library is updated and visual and audio library services
should be provided for music students.
Keywords: Perceptions, Music Lecturers and Students, Mobile- Technology, Library
Services

Bio
Olabisi Onabanjo University Ago Iwoye, Ogun State, Nigeria.

Ayorinde, Oladele, Samuel Ayoola Adejube, Toyin Samuel Ajose, Opeyemi Adeyinka
Asaolu and Olufemi Akande
Panel: Music, Spirituality and Wellbeing in Contemporary Africa: The Yoruba Christian Music's
Perspectives
Thi anel e amine he ole and oli ic of Yo ba Ch i ian m ic in eo le e e da
conception and performance of subjective wellbeing and spirituality in contemporary Nigeria.
Yoruba Christian music, as used here, connotes musical genres that shape worship services
across denominations (Orthodox, Pentecostal, Catholic, Evangelical, and Charismatic
Spiritual Churches) in Nigeria. This genres of music are characterised by aesthetic elements
and musical structures found in Nigerian popular music styles like Highlife, Juju, Fuji,
Soukous, and the hymns and classical music cultures found in Nigerian orthodox churches.
These music genres are also heard daily across the streets, homes, schools, public commercial
buses, cars, market, motor parks and as ringtones. As one of the crucial components of
Christianity in Africa, music constitutes an interesting site to explore the nexus between
spirituality and forms of everyday subjective wellbeing, self and place-making in
contemporary Nigeria. Situated within Musicological, Ethnomusicological and
Anthropological discourse around political economy of everyday life in Africa, this panel
explore ways music conferred agency on people, spaces, and its daily manifestations across
places. In sum, this panel ask what might an exploration of everyday performances of Yoruba
Christian music mean for our understanding of spirituality, subjective wellbeing, happiness,
and conviviality in contemporary Africa?
Panellists
Oladele Ayorinde, University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg
Samuel Ayoola Adejube, Institute of African Studies, University of Ibadan
Toyin Samuel Ajose, University of Ibadan, Oyo State, Nigeria
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Opeyemi Adeyinka Asaolu, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago-Iwoye, Ogun State,
Nigeria
Olufemi Akande
Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago-Iwoye, Ogun State, Nigeria

Behr, Annemie
The Syllabus Design of "Opera and Choral Music" at UNISA: A Report
At the dawn of opera studies in democratic South Africa lies that fabled find, the Eoan
archive. Since then, many scholars have explored the genre's peculiar local fecundity. Matters
of indigenization are addressed through productions like U-Carmen eKhayelitsha; the
openness of genre is studied in Matshikiza's King Kong and similar projects; a destabilizing
of Western hierarchies is searched for in Kentridge's regieoper; the emergence of a South
African operatic culture is traced in reception histories; the creative components of a genre
conceptualized as "African opera" are searched for in new operas. The list continues.
In this paper, I draw on opera studies in South Africa to open a conversation about the
relationship between contemporary, local research and tertiary music curricula. I offer a case
study in the form of a report to the society on the process of designing and developing a
syllabus that centres on opera and choral music in South Africa. The report describes the
process as it unfolded within the context of recurriculating the Bachelor of Music degree at
UNISA.
Although broader questions around programme design naturally present themselves, the
paper draws our attention also to narrower questions around syllabus design: Why are
undergraduate music students not introduced to local music research? How does one offer
material and content on subjects for which no textbooks exist? How do questions and issues
raised by local research differ from the conventional ones that continue to be offered in most
of our curricula?
The module on local opera and choral music that is now offered at UNISA uniquely speaks to
these matters. The report makes a case for drawing on contemporary, local research to inform
our syllabi as a necessary strategy for decolonizing music curricula at our universities.
Bio
Dr Annemie Behr (UNISA) is a senior lecturer in musicology at the University of South
Africa. The title of her PhD thesis is Constructing history from music reportage: Jewish
musical life in South Africa, 1930-1948.
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Carver, Mandy
So You’re Going To Teach? What pre-service generalist music teachers tell us about the state
of transformation in South African music education
The South African Grades 7 9 C ic l m incl de a bjec called C ea i e A .
Conceived as a generalist course, it includes Dance, Music, Drama and Visual Art. Preservice teachers who intend teaching the subject typically have a background in one of these
disciplines. Despite the broadly creative spirit of the Creative Arts Curriculum, its prescribed
music content reflects a conservative approach to musical knowing, resulting in a somewhat
ambivalent position regarding the nature of music education. This paper explores how
students, some with musical training and some without, negotiate this ambivalent space.
D a ing on den journal reflections, and practice lessons, the paper considers how
students think about music education in South Africa today. Their philosophical stances and
pedagogical choices paint a picture, not of ambivalence, but of a conservative view of music
education inherited from the Western art music model. As these are future music teachers,
there are two key areas of concern: First, students responses indicate that the inherited
pedagogies of Western Art Music are difficult to shed. Second, with respect to the need for
transformation in curriculum, as African music sits uncomfortably in the inherited Western
model, the students most often present African knowledge as historic, unchanging, and
spiritual in essence. Neither approach allows for criticality nor takes into account the
complexity of learning.
To hel n ack he e i e , Be n ein (2000), a ic la ion of bo nda ies highlights the
effect of stronger and weaker boundaries between curriculum content areas, and between
different knowledge systems. Ma on conce of eman ic a e (2014) offe a ool o
explore the connections between theoretical and practical musical knowledge.
The pre-service teachers in the study have diverse educational backgrounds. Yet their
attitudes indicate that while there are certainly changes being made in both school and
university curricula, the more things change, the more they may stay the same.
Bio
After a 30 year teaching career, a PhD gave Mandy a break from the classroom and allowed
her to bring two long term interests together: How we build connections between musical
concepts and their practical application, and how African music is curricularised. Mandy now
works as a freelance researcher and lecturer, and is an associate of the Africa Open Institute
at Stellenbosch University.

Cole, Janie and Erik Dippenaar
Panel: Traces of Western keyboard instruments in Africa: Afro-European Encounters and
Diplomacy
Keyboard instruments served as essential commodities in early modern European overseas
exploration and expansion, and circulated as a consequence of colonial, diplomatic,
commercial and religious activities. But while we know much about the circulation and use
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of keyboard instruments in trading centers, missionary and ambassadorial ventures, and
educational institutions in the New World and Asia, few studies have focused on their
presence, dissemination and cultural functions in Africa. This panel aims to open up new
research on this important topic by convening two papers which focus on the dissemination,
musical functions and cultural significance of the earliest documented Western keyboards in
the Christian kingdom of Ethiopia and South Africa in the early modern period, exploring
themes around musical circulation, keyboard instruments as diplomatic tools, music and
exclusion, and how music might have served as a construct for representation, identity,
agency and power in Afro-European encounters and colonial perspectives.
Traces of Renaissance Keyboards in 16th-Century Ethiopia
Janie Cole
Keyboards were often employed as musical commodities and diplomatic tools in early
modern European overseas exploration and visits to Africa and the East. Drawing on 15thand 16th-centur travel narratives Portuguese dignitaries letters and indigenous Ethiopian
sources, this paper explores the dissemination, musical functions and cultural significance of
the earliest documented Western keyboards in the Christian kingdom of 16th-century
Ethiopia. It focuses on one of the earliest recorded encounters between Ethiopia and Latin
Europe, the 1520 contact between a Portuguese embassy and the court of Lebnä Dengel, to
provide new insights into how music served as a construct for identity, agency and power by
Europeans and Ethiopians, with details on keyboards used for diplomacy and gift-giving, the
local faranji (foreigners) community, and the first recorded European instruments to be
brought to Ethiopia. These Portuguese keyboards are arguably the earliest documented
Western keyboards to have been imported into the Ethiopian highlands. An earlier Italian
organ from 1481/82 constructed locally has wider implications regarding the dissemination
of keyboards in Ethiopia and the presence of foreign musicians on the highlands. The
musical sources support prevalent ideas about early modern African agency and add to
scholarl views that reject Ethiopia s isolation paradigm imbued with colonial ideolog as a
remote, conservative African kingdom isolated from the world since antiquity, rather
revealing the Solomonic ruler s keen interest in European music and craftsmanship from the
Latin West in a strategy of dynastic self-representation. This Ethio-European encounter
offers tantalizing views on the spread of keyboard instruments across three continents, and
how they were used as colonial and political tools by European powers, thus giving broader
insight into the role of keyboards in constructing cultural identity and the collisions of
political, social and cultural hierarchies outside of Europe in an entangled global early
modern.
Keyboard instruments as a diplomatic tool and a display of technology in colonial
Southern Africa
Erik Dippenaar
In this paper I explore the general history of Western keyboard instruments as a diplomatic
tool and a display of technology, thereby bringing to light several cultural meanings attached
to these instruments. I will then show how these meanings manifested, and were sometimes
transformed or enhanced, in the Southern African colonial (pre-1852) context, at the hand of
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historical evidence on specifically domestic keyboard instruments in colonial Southern
Africa. I further explore theses meanings through the following lenses: domestic keyboard
in
men and female e ec abili ; he lo d ab ence of e idence oin ing o la e
playing keyboard instruments; the totemic function of domestic keyboard instruments; and
the sonoric and physical impact caused by keyboard instruments. Through these themes I
show that domestic keyboard instruments played a notable role in defining a cultural identity
in colonial society, as well as contributing significantly to the colonisation process.
Bios
Dr. Janie Cole (PhD University of London) is an Associate Lecturer at the University of Cape
To n So h Af ican College of M ic and mo ecen l Re ea ch Office for East Africa on UCT
Mellon-f nded ojec Re-Centring AfroAsia: Musical and Human Migrations in the PreColonial Period 700-1500 AD (www.afroasia.uct.ac.za).
Erik is currently Artistic Director of the Cape Town Baroque Orchestra (www.ctbaroque.co.za),
Artistic Director of the annual Cape Town Baroque Festival, and a part-time lecturer in Western
music history and historical performance practice at the University of Cape Town (UCT).

Cotter, David
Virtual Music Performance: Collaboration, Communication, and Creativity
Writing in 2014, Margaret Barrett observed that Collabo a ion ma occ on a
number of levels and degrees of separation, including those of place, time and
e e i e. In 2020, he global coronavirus pandemic provoked national lockdowns
around the world, and this in turn motivated a proliferation of remote musical
collaborations. Virtual choirs, orchestras, and ensembles of all shapes and sizes
increased exponentially, using an array of digital technologies to connect performers
across vast physical and temporal distances. However, despite an increasing number
of products designed to address this issue, latency (lag) continues to frustrate online
collaborative efforts, and prevents some altogether. Many musicians result to prerecording individual parts, before subsequently stitching musical material together,
b hi i fa f om li e m ical e fo mance.
Performers are beginning to explore the musical possibilities which arise from
embracing lag, rather than embarking on futile endeavours to eliminate it. In Latent
(2021) (for two guitarists and live electronics), a combination of graphic, musical,
and textual notation provide pre-determined parameters for improvisation. The nontime-critical score allows, and indeed encourages, interaction between the guitarists
and the electronics (a semi-autonomo S e Collide a ch) in eal ime, i ho
concern for the constraints and restrictions of latency.
This paper illuminates the approaches taken by creative partnerships operating
remotely, processes of co-performer communication (especially the navigation of
omnidirectional feedback loops in the virtual domain), and the nature of
collabo a ing online fo m ical e fo mance e earch in the 21st century.
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Bio
David is a PhD Candidate at the Faculty of Music, University of Cambridge.

Cruywagen, Sonja and Boudina McConnachie
MusEd of Note: An Online Teacher Learning Environment
Music education in schools is declining globally. Research indicated various reasons for this
unfortunate phenomenon. One of the reasons is the fact that generalist teachers without any
specialist musical training have no confidence in their ability to teach music in the classroom.
The South African Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statement (CAPS) includes Creative
Arts as part of the subject Life Skills, where music teaching and learning focus primarily on a
Western musical perspective. Our indigenous music culture becomes an add-on in our
children's musical learning environment. To address this problem this paper will introduce an
online platform that are designed to help generalist (and specialist) music teachers to
understand the why and how of music education.
Why create a new website if there are already many websites that share similar content? Then
we can ask a counterquestion: why does the problem still exist?
Generalist and specialist music teachers should be able to: share their own enthusiasm for
music; awaken a passion for music in learners; become good listeners to music; use their
listening skills to enable learners to perform and create music; implement sound before
heo ; and ead and i e m ic.
This website will be available to any generalist or specialist music teacher and will focus on
learning about music, both as process and product. The website will allow teachers to
construct their own understanding of music and music-making to become independent
musicians and add value to their musicianship. Music-making as a socio-cultural process will
be explained using a holistic approach that focuses on conceptual understanding of music. To
eak he lang age of m ic he eache
ill lea n ho o become m ician ha ill
engage in the interactive musical processes of listening, performing, and creating.
The feedback from teachers on the website will give researchers opportunities to engage in
research projects to explore if generalist music teacher development were successful and
therefore improved musical practice in schools.
Bio
Dr Cruywagen teaches at the School of the Arts: Music, at the University of Pretoria.
Research interests: teaching and learning from a student-centred perspective; constructing
teaching strategies for musical understanding; learning through a holistic education
approach that develops the student into a well-rounded person; and demands for teaching
music in South Africa.
Boudina McConnachie (PhD, MMus, BMus, PGCE, RULS) is an African musical arts
activist with a particular interest in musical arts pedagogy and Indigenous Knowledge
Systems. She works with the Rhodes University Education department, the International
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Library of African Music (ILAM) and is HOD of the Rhodes Department of Music and
Musicology.

Daula, Dominic
Finding One’s Voice: Hubert du Plessis’s Four Piano Pieces, Opus 1
To commemo a e he cen ena of D Ple i bi h, and o highligh he ignifican
intellectual and creative development he underwent during both his pupillage and early
academic apprenticeship under Professor Friedrich Hartmann at Rhodes University in the
1940s, I will present a lecture- eci al cen ing on D Ple i Fo Piano Piece , o
1
which, though begun in Stellenbosch, was completed in its earliest form in erstwhile
Grahamstown. While the Prelude and Elegie were penned in the western Cape Province, the
Studie and Dans were completed in Grahamstown, displaying a markedly sophisticated
com o i ional echni e and he eme gence of D Ple i ma e idiom. Be ide a f ll
performance of the Four Piano Pieces, the lecture component will unpack the o k nea
three decade-long gestation, as well as its speedy entry into the cultural offerings of South
Af ican ed ca ional in i ion , he e being he Uni e i of So h Af ica m ic
examinations and the erstwhile Cape Province Education Department for practical and
theoretical study respectively. Furthermore, the lecture-recital will establish artistic
finge in fi e o ed in he Fo Piano Piece ha occ h o gho D Ple i
oeuvre, with demonstrations from relevant works to support this, and will also highlight the
com o e no algic feeling o a d hi o k b inco o a ing a hema ic efe ence o i in
one of his later works.
Bio
Dominic Daula is a Lecturer in the Department of Music and Musicology at Rhodes
University. With a special interest in 18 - and 20 -century music, Dominic studied piano
performance and musicology at the Royal Northern College of Music and the University of
Cape Town, where he is presently a PhD candidate.
th
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Dominic, Musau N.
Inculturation and Music Composition in the Catholic Church in Kenya: An Analysis of Selected
Masses
The Ordinary part of Mass has been responsible for the ideology of Universalism in the
Catholic liturgy for as long as the Church has existed. Composing music for the Ordinary part
of Mass in Kenya, like other aspects of Catholic liturgical music can be traced years after the
Vatican II Council, (1962-1965). The Vatican II Council transformation was motivated by
the need to incorporate other world cultures for Catholic believers to participate in the liturgy
actively, consciously and fully (Paul VI, 1963). The Council focused on incorporation of
world cultural practices in liturgy, but it never described the extent to which such ought to be
integrated. The Church is also known for guiding the faithful through pastoral documents, yet
there exists none that elaborates on how composing Mass ought to be done, as well as how
world music cultures should be incorporated. This study assessed the extent to which Vatican
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II proliferation has motivated inculturation in composing of the Catholic Mass in Kenya. It
also analysed the new stylistic features in liturgical music compositions (Mass), in addition to
the traditional Gregorian chant. Lastly, it focused on determining the African compositional
features employed in composing of the Mass, assessed the possible influences, ascertained
the challenges and opportunities posed in employing African compositional techniques and
the impact of compositional inculturation on the theology of the Mass. This study employed a
qualitative research design to collect, process and present data. To obtain answers for the
research questions, two approaches were employed; content analysis where selected Masses
were analysed and ethnography where known composers of Masses and priests, who are
members of the vetting commitees were interviewed. To draw respondents and the Masses,
purposive and snowball sampling techniques were employed. The collected data was
then qualitatively analysed and presented. The researcher summarised the study by giving a
brief statement on the findings, followed by conclusions and recommendations, which ideally
would be of help to composers, researchers and the policy makers in the Catholic Church
with regard to guidelines concerning composition of the Mass.
Bio
B.A Philosophy (Pontifical Urbaniana University), B.A Theology (CUEA); B.Ed {Arts}
(DAYSTAR), M.A Music composition (Technical University of Kenya {TU-K}).

Esterhuyse, René
Instability and unsettlement in The Head and the Load
This paper considers the opera, The Head and the Load, as a representation of a relatively
unknown perhaps even forgotten history. A collaboration between South African artist
William Kentridge and composers Philip Miller and Thuthuka Sibisi, The Head and the Load
was commissioned in 2018 as part of the 14 18 NOW commemoration of the First World
War. The work sets out to recognise the contribution and suffering of African carriers and
porters in the war effort, but also, through drawing a link between colonialism and the Great
War, to complicate understandings of the conflict. Put together through a series of
improvisatory workshops, the result is a Dada-inspired, highly fragmented collage of
quotations from widely diverse sources, interspersed with vocal and instrumental
experimentation that intend to imagine the sound world of the African porter, over a dramatic
visual language of projections and shadows. With the use of examples, I demonstrate how
certain aesthetic strategies employed in The Head and the Load bring about a persistent sense
of instability in the work, which reflects its larger aim to destabilise narratives, to evoke
questions, and to unsettle.

Bio
Ren E e h e i a ma e
den in m icology at Stellenbosch University and works
under the supervision of Dr Carina Venter. Her dissertation studies the stage works of South
Af ican com o e Phili Mille , ho e com o i ion of en e lo e hi o ical a ma. Ren
interests lie in the potentials and pitfalls of music and the performative arts to embody,
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perform, and bear witness to painful histories, as well as the use of music for social activism
in a South African context.

Falana, Gbenga O.
Environmental Education, Indigenous Knowledge, and Endangered Nature: Musical
Narratives of Flood Disasters in New Orleans and Ibadan
Studies have covered popular music globally and its focus on aesthetics, social and cultural
discussions. However, very scanty attention has been paid to the place of popular music in
addressing environmental issues like climate change, acknowledging nature im o ance and
recognizing them as objects of human reverence and care. Globally, it is increasingly
becoming difficult to tell the difference between natural disasters and human-made disasters,
as both the causes and the impacts of climate change and natural disasters are exacerbated by
human actions and inactions. Such is the case with the hurricane-related flood in New
Orleans and the Omiyale flood disaster in Ibadan. In response to these, musicians all over the
world are beginning to educate humans and advocate for nature and its sustainability, even in
the face of technological development, commercialization, and industrialization. This study
looks into narratives of nature-laden and environmentally-driven popular music addressing
the contribution of humans to the Ibadan flood disaster and the hurricane Katrina-related New
Orleans flood disaster. It examines the music of prominent Yoruba popular musicians in
Southwest Nigeria, Kollinton Ayinla and Ebenezer Obey, and also the music of Lonnie
Rashid, popularly known as Common, and Shamele Mackie, known professionally as
Papoose, American pop musicians. Their music focuses on environmental education, climate
change, environmental sustainability, and indigenous knowledge. This study employs
musical and textual analysis to explore activism for nature in the selected popular music for
both the Ibadan flood and the New Orleans flood. It also engages oral interviews of those
who experienced flood disasters in the past. Pinned to ecomusicology theory, this paper
argues that nature-laden popular music could help identify human errors in managing nature
and amplify the need to advocate for environmental sustainability in order to avoid the
reoccurrence of deadly floods.
Keywords: climate-change, ecomusicology, hurricane, Ibadan, nature, New Orleans

Bio
Gbenga Falana is a graduate student of ethnomusicology at Obafemi Awolowo
University, Ile-Ife, Nigeria. There, he explores the musical impacts of indigenous and popular
musicians on society and the environment. Gbenga is a member of the Art Council of the
African Studies Association (ACASA), and the Association for the Study of the Worldwide
African Diaspora (ASWAD).
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Friday, Lindsay
South African Women and the Popular Music Persona
The paper proposed will be a e en a ion of finding f om hi a ho Ma e
he i
regarding South African women in the popular music industry and their expressions of their
personas on social media and through their music.
The paper will analyse the connection between persona, musicians, and the online world. The
research will particularly be positioned to focus on South African women musicians in the
popular music industry. This author will investigate how women popular musicians express
gender, race and sexuality as part of their online persona, and what they perceive to be the
outcomes of such expressions. As such, the research utilises feminist theory, queer theory,
critical race theory and postcolonial theory, reading them all through the lenses of popular
music studies and persona studies. The research will explore how the musicians express
themselves online and musically, and furthermore aim to understand how broader issues of
identity find root in their personas. The platform upon which these persona investigations
will be conducted is Instagram. The musicians chosen for this study, Msaki and Toya Delazy,
each have a presence on Instagram and display a certain persona
through their identity
expression, musical ouput, fashion, and content arrangement. Msaki and Toya, therefore, will
be interviewed alongside the research conducted so as to further inform the study.
Bio
Lindsay Friday is an MMus student at the Africa Open Institute for Music, Research and
Innovation at the University of Stellenbosch. Her thesis is focused on popular music and
persona studies.

Froehlich, Anke
Good Vibes Only: On Hearing Curated Listening Experiences like a Machine
This paper seeks to make sen e of he inc ea ing bi i of ning o he e m ibe o
categorise music for curated listening experiences, instead of employing a more conventional
de c i o ch a gen e . O e e am le he eof a e S o if
elf-decla ed gen e-le
playli en i led POLLEN o A le M ic
ell-follo ed Vibe
la li . Fo he la e , he
s eaming e ice offe a de c i ion ha ead
he mo e ci ing o nd igh no i n
fo nd i hin he bo nda ie of adi ional gen e . In m ch he ame a a gen e, ibe o
mood fo eg o nd a e of ae he ic ma ke , ideal , o ignifie ha evoke a discernible
o nd ca e. Ye , ibe eem o be ea ed a a mo e enligh ened ca ego ical efe en ha
extricates itself from the rigours that genre impose. For music scholar Robin James (2021)
ibe a e no affec , feeling , o emo ion , b ubjective orientations, perspectival
ho i on , o one m al i a edne in a milie . Jame a g e ha fo he echnolog
sector, vibes are a pop culture analog of the mathematical processes artificial intelligence,
machine learning, and other forms of contemporary tech use to perceive and surveil listeners.
Vibe, as a curatorial tool for processes of algorithmic recommendation, arguably serves as a
paradigmatic rep e en a ion of he a in hich he algo i hm( ) ee . B aking Jame
reading as a oin of de a e, hi a e eek o hed ligh on ibe a an ind
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solution that attempts to transcend the identity-laden associations of genre whilst maintaining
qualitative musical terms which encourage online listening according to semi-automated
curatorial and recommender practices.
Bio
Anke Froehlich graduated with a BMusHons Cum Laude from Stellenbosch University,
where after she worked in the Hidden Years Music Archive as an archival intern. She is
c en l a ma e fello a Af ica O en Institute under the supervision of Dr Lizabé
Lamb ech . He ma e
e ea ch i conce ned i h he oli ical econom of online m ic
sharing and attempts to map its legal, systemic, and aesthetic implications for music
production and distribution in South Africa.

Geldenhuys, Geruan
The Noisy Studio: Improving Flawed Judgements And Human Error Within The Music Lesson
Noise is the term formulated by psychology and economy scholar, Prof. Daniel Kahneman,
alongside Profs. Olivier Sibony and Cass Sunstein, referring to the natural variability
humans bring to decision making. Their research refers to the fact that noise is a reality of
human diversity, and can lead to various flaws in human judgement. These flaws are usually
unwanted, especially when it compromises the fairness of certain systems, leaving important
decisions to human impulses. The concept of noise leads to the following research question:
What conceptual framework, created from the scholarly literature, explains the impact noise
has on music teachers and pupil/student relationships in the studio lesson setting? Flawed
judgement from educators toward students can lead to a noisy learning environment, which
can lead o e io im lica ion h o gho he lea ning oce . Whe e ha mf l noi e
occurs within the learning environment, a noise audit can be implemented to ultimately work
toward a less noisy learning environment. The practice of a noise audit refers to the
prevalence of noise and to ultimately find a way to reduce biases, and deficiencies within
judgements. To eliminate bias from judgements will unfortunately not eliminate all human
errors. By analysing and assessing the source of noise in a studio lesson setting, and by
implementing a debiasing approach, we will find less harmful noise between music educators
and students.
Bio
Geruan Geldenhuys is currently the Director of Music at Jan van Riebeeck High School in
Cape Town. He holds a B.Mus. and B.Mus. Honours degree from the University of the Free
State and attained his M.Mus., cum laude, in 2020 at the North-West University.
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Gerber, Melissa
The Curse of a Woman: The Role of Profanity in Articulating Post-Apartheid Afrikaans Female
Identity in The Opera Poskantoor (2014), Considered Through The Lens Of TONGKLAP!
Comics
In October 2015, the Afrikaans opera Poskantoor made waves at the annual Aardklop festival
in Potchefstroom. It was not only the first Afrikaans opera staged post-apartheid, but also the
first to indulge in extravagant profanity that led to several walkouts. Quite cunningly, the
expletives incorporated by Tertius Kapp (librettist) attributed to the female characters,
combined with innovative scoring by Braam du Toit (composer) and staging by Jaco Bouwer
(director), firmly shatters the notions of ordentlikheid (respectability) a social trope to
which Afrikaans (Afrikaner) women are expected to adhere. Apart from re-branding the idea
of opera in Afrikaans through the inclusion of colourful swear words, the opera also
confronts audiences with a new breed of Afrikaans female identity. In TONGKLAP! Comics,
graphic artist Daria Kriel adopts a similar approach, using the visual mode to provide a
counter-narrative to the volksmoeder ideal essential to Afrikaner nationalism that still
e ona e
ongl in con em o a Af ikane c l e. U ing K iel a ic la ion of Af ikaan
feminity as a lens, I consider the role of profanity in Act 3 in Poskantoor. Applying this bold
decision in a historically highbrow opera genre, I argue, liberates Afrikaans feminity and the
subgenre of Afrikaans opera while toying with the aspects of class and race on the postapartheid opera stage.
Bio
Melissa Gerber is a postdoctoral fellow with the South African Research Chair in South
African Art and Visual Culture at the University of Johannesburg. Her current research
interrogates the multimodal art of opera, its performance spaces and its quotidian remnants
within the broader network of visual culture during apartheid.

Gersteling, Kevin
The Effects of an Acoustic Intervention on Teaching and Learning in Primary School Music
Classes
Adjusting the acoustic qualities of classrooms intended for music-making alongside
instruction has the potential to improve teaching and learning quality and lowers particular
health risks. The objective of this proposed Doctoral study is to assess the impact of an
acoustic intervention on teaching and learning quality in a music classroom for primary
school children and prevent potential long-term health issues for teachers and students.
A mixed-method approach will be used. Participants include students and teachers from two
classes scheduled to be refurbished in 2023. The refurbishment is the acoustic intervention
separating two sets of data. Quantitative data will include questionnaires, and qualitative data
will be gathered through semi-structured interviews with the teachers.
It is anticipated that the results will indicate that a reduction in overall noise will improve
teaching conditions for teachers and student learning conditions will allow for better
information reception, task focus and improved results. During music-related tasks we expect
a reduction in noise exposure and acoustic feedback, lowering the risk of noise-related health
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issues. The study aims to contribute to a paucity of research in South Africa on the impact of
acoustics on teaching, learning, and subsequent health conditions in the primary school
environment by exploring the importance of reducing noise in the classroom.
Bio
Kevin Gersteling is a DMus candidate at the University of Pretoria. He completed an MMus
(cum laude) in Classical Guitar Performance and a dissertation focusing on flow and clutch in
professional musicians in 2021. Aside from his doctoral studies, he is currently a part-time
lecturer at the University of Pretoria lecturing guitar, teaching methodology and
research/academic writing.

Giyose, Qhawekazi
Eastern Cape Jazz Heritage: Traditional Songs Recollected
Abstract: This paper explores the collective memory of musicians and fans as evident in the
performance of traditional jazz songs in the Eastern Cape. In this research I ask, how may
research on musicians and their songs develop new knowledge about the aesthetics of jazz in
the Eastern Cape and contribute to transforming notions of memories and archives? I argue
that these songs are repositories of a collective memory about the musical pasts of an Eastern
Cape modernity. We commemorate cities such as Johannesburg and Cape Town for nurturing
South African jazz but what is known of the jazz musicians who remained in the country, and
those musicians whose musicality was nurtured in the Eastern Cape? Where are the stories of
their musical journeys and compositions located and how did they contribute to the
development of a form of South African jazz, which now represents and forms a large part of
our heritage and our various identities as musicians, fans and performers in South Africa.
This presentation is derived from the oral histories of two musicians and aims at producing a
narrative about their experiences as well as discussing the meaning of those experiences on
music style and history. This presentation will describe the research methods used and reflect
on the songs composed and retained by veteran jazz musicians, music collectors and fans, to
understand how they contribute to preserving and reviving a musical and cultural identity.
Bio
Qha eka i i a econd ea Ma e deg ee den a Rhode Uni e i . She is being
supervised by Lee Watkins. This paper is based on her research on the jazz heritage of the
Eastern Cape. Her other interests include sound therapy and the preservation of indigenous
knowledge systems, music and instruments.

Glasser, Adam
South African Harmonica Path: A new vision of the harmonica's potential in South African
Music Education
The pennywhistle's stature in the history of South African popular music is unlikely to be
rivalled by any other popular universally accessible instrument. The nearest candidate - the
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harmonica - despite regular appearances in SA music cultures has never caught on in the
same way.
A possible reason is evident in nearly any recording of South African music
featuring harmonica: we hear mostly the 10 hole blues harmonica with reed/note layout
containing only a single full diatonic scale. This instrument limits hugely the range and
number of melodies playable compared with the penny whistle. By contrast any
melody from Bach to Bebop is playable on a fully chromatic harmonica but the cost of a
chromatic and the complexity of it's note layout render it unsuitable as a popular instrument
to start on.
By contrast a real solution can be found with the under-rated, little known and
inexpensive two octave diatonic harmonica - two complete octaves from middle C
upwards. Thousands of melodies in all styles: jazz, folk, mbaqanga, classical, hip hop and
beyond are possible on this harmonica with the potential for training in music theory, scales,
modes, intervals, arpeggios, ear, sight reading and composition. In short there is huge
potentional for Primary and Secondary School Education and beyond.
Drawing on my experience as a professional harmonica player as well as having run
workshops in South Africa, the UK and Germany over many years and online, I propose in
a 45' lecture demonstration - illustrated with audio, video and live harmonica performance
- to offer an original vision of a role for the two octave harmonica in the context South
African music education, followed by 15' of interactive feedback and discussion.
Bio
SAMA Award winning South African harmonica player Adam Glasser has performed on
countless TV and film sessions, including Sting, Eurythmics, BBC Concert Orchestra and
the Welsh National Opera. He has taught harmonica workshops at primary schools in
Gugulethu, Gauteng Jazz Academy the Molelekwa School in Tembisa.

Goldstein, Martin
Bach’s Comprehensive Treatment of Stretto in BWV
Tempered Clavier, Book I

, the C Major Fugue from the Well-

Scholarship on stretto during the past thirty years has dealt with it largely as a theoretical
device. Theorists such as David Sheldon, Robert Gauldin, Lynden De Young, Julian
Grimshaw and Scott Murphy have addressed the technical aspects of canonic imitation and
have observed broader trends in terms of the stretti in Bach f g e . In hi en e, he ha e
reconciled some of stretto echnical a ec
i h i m icological im lica ion . He e, I
propose using stretto as a starting point for addressing a broader musicological issue, namely
Bach engagemen in e ha i e die of con a n al challenge . S ch die a e mo e
han com endi m b a e a he demon a ion of Bach abili o e ha i el e loi a
given contrapuntal challenge through a thorough exploration of all of its possible
combinations and permutations. I show how the C major fugue from Book I of the WellTempered Clavier is an instance of such a comprehensive study.
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The C major fugue is one of Bach's best-known fugues and has been analyzed by many
theorists, including Hugo Riemann, Ebenezer Prout, Cecil Gray, Ludwig Czaczkes, Hermann
Keller, Siglind Bruhn, Alfred Dürr, David Ledbetter, Joseph Groocock, Joseph Kerman and
Marjorie Wornell Engels. Although stretto has received considerable attention in these
studies, these authors mostly dedicate attention to local analysis of each stretto. Yet none has
add e ed he com ehen i ene of Bach
ea men of stretto in this fugue. It does not
seem accidental, therefore, that this is the opening fugue of the WTC, a work that is virtually
a textbook compendium of stretto techniques.
Bio
Dr Martin Goldstein holds a PhD in Music from Bar Ilan University in Israel, a MMus from
King College, London and a BMus from the University of Kwa-Zulu Natal. He lectures at
the University of Fort Hare. He plays the piano, violin and pipe organ.

Goosen, Moya and Chris van Rhyn
Mythmaking through Soundscape Composition and Photographic Imagining: Histories for
Abandoned Spaces in the United Arab Emirates
In 2021, we visited abandoned spaces around the UAE to collect materials for our
soundscape and photographic project titled Mythmaking: Visualising Sound Traces/Sounding
Visual Traces. Two of these sites are the subjects for this paper.
The first is a village near Al Madam in Sharjah. According to the local media (Gulf News,
2019; Khaleej Times, 2020), members of the Al Kutbi tribe abandoned the site in 1999 due to
an inhospitable climate. However, social media posts claim uncertainty about why the halfburied village was abandoned and asks whether supernatural powers are at play. Google
Ma li ing of he i e a Al Madam B ied Gho Village la in o hi m h,
furthering a crowdsourced touristification consisting of reviews and photo paths.
The econd i e, named Al A i Plane C a h , i i a ed o ide D bai (ci ) and con ains
a Soviet-era Antonov An-2 plane wreck (Dubai Life, 2021). The eck o igin and
placement lacking a verifiable history has resulted in many theories manifesting on social
media platforms. The compounding of social media sharing has given the site a mythological
history seemingly independent of the need for verifiable facts.
Com o nding in ocial media an la e o iled ende ing in image a emblage: e
assemble a world from pieces, assuming that what we see is both coherent and equivalent to
reali (Mi oeff, How to See the World, 2015). G iffin fo eg o nd ho og a h abili o
e e en eali m a image ha o e a e a he le el of m h a he han de c i ion (The
Great War Photographs, 1999). Citing Home l ical oe , Pedel asserts that
[m] ician an fo m geog a hic egion in o li ing m h (Regional Geography in Song,
2012).
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We draw from ecomusicology and visual culture in considering how our artistic practices and
how we exhibit the project address a tension between the simultaneous confrontation and
furthering of mythmaking where abandoned spaces have tenuous or uncertain histories.
Bio
Moya Goosen (PhD, History of Art) is an Assistant Professor at the College of Arts and
Creative Enterprises at Zayed University in Dubai. Her research focuses on visual contexts of
the postcolonial and decolonial South. Moya previously held positions at North-West
University and the Pearson Institute.
Chris van Rhyn (PhD, Music) is an Associate Professor of Music Theory at North-West
University and Director of the MASARA (Musical Arts in South Africa: Resources and
Applications) research entity. His research focuses on the works of (South) African
composers. Chris also engages in artistic research in composition.

Hansen, Owen
The ‘New’ Englishmen: Boult, Vaughan Williams, Butterworth, and the 1 1 Queen’s Hall
Concerts
The early years of the twentieth century saw the rapid development of new English works
done by native composers who wished to establish a musical identity that represented their
homeland. Composers such as Vaughan Williams, Butterworth, Elgar, Bax, and Holst took
up this challenge and created many memorable works that captured this sense of Englishness
(Kennedy, 1980; Frogley, 2003; Saylor, 2008; Murphy, 2012). But it would fall to the
conductors and concert organizers to bring these musical compositions to life for audiences.
That is what Adrian Boult wanted to attempt with his London conducting debut in 1918 when
he held fo conce a he Q een Hall fea ing m l i le o k b he e ne
Englishmen (Kennedy, 1987). Boult mixed his concert program with established canonic
works alongside new compositions by this collection of English composers. The series helped
o la nch Bo l ca ee a one of England leading cond c o and o highligh he m ic of
several composers not well-known to English audiences. This paper will focus on the 1918
concert series and the relationship Boult had with two composers who were close
ac ain ance of hi : B e o h and Va ghan William . B di c ing Bo l
ela ion hi
with Butterworth and Vaughan Williams, the circumstances surrounding the 1918 concert
series and selection of the works by Boult, and the reaction critics and musicians had about
he conce
ill hel o elabo a e on Bo l
ole in
o ing Engli h m ic in a ime
Britain and assisting in promotion of Vaughan Williams and Butte o h music at home
and later abroad.
Bio
Owen Hansen is an Ph.D. doctoral candidate at the University of Kansas pursuing a PhD in
Musicology. Mr. Hansen has received a BME in Vocal Music from Nebraska Wesleyan
University and a Master of Music from the University of South Dakota. He has presented at
conferences in the US, UK, Canada, and Belgium. He is working on his dissertation
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concerning the friendship and collaboration between English composers Ralph Vaughan
Williams and George Butterworth during the 1910s.

Haralambous, Nicholas
The Musical Idea as Dialectical Narrative in Schoenberg’s Klavierstück, Op. 11, No. 3
The com le i of A nold Schoenbe g no ion of he m ical Idea (musikalische Gedanke)
has long been acknowledged (see, for example, Cross 1980; White 1985; Dahlhaus 1987;
Covach 1992, 1996; Carpenter and Neff 2006). More recently, Jack Boss has productively
f amed i a a com o i ional dialec ic (2014, 7) con i ing of h ee age : hesis, antithesis,
and synthesis. For Boss, these stages entail the problematization of certain structural features
of the work, an elaboration of the problem, and its eventual resolution. Taken together, these
constitute a dialectical narrative.
Bo
ecent pitch-ba ed anal i of Schoenbe g Klavierstück, Op. 11, No. 3, however,
lead him o a e ha he o k doe no ha e he ofile of a com le e m ical idea (2019,
81). B , follo ing Schoenbe g, hi canno be e, fo Every piece [italics mine] is the
presentation of a musical idea (2006, 252). In this paper, I suggest that Op. 11, No. 3 may,
in fact, be conceived as a dialectical narrative (and hence a complete musical Idea) if its
analysis moves beyond a preoccupation with abstract notions of pitch coherence. As such, the
analysis of Op. 11, No. 3 presented in this paper is predicated on performative and embodied
parameters, demonstrating that dialectical narratives may be conceptualised in terms of the
e fo me
o k. In ef aming Bo compositional dialectic as a performative one, I
suggest one way in which the musical Idea may be reclaimed as a framework for analysis
which seeks to position performative knowledge as central to analytical inquiry.
Bio
Nicholas Haralambous is a graduate of the University of Cape Town and the Royal Northern
College of Music. He is currently reading for a PhD in Music at the University of Cambridge
where he is a Harding Distinguished Postgraduate Scholar. His research interests include
performance studies, theory and analysis, the Second Viennese School, and South African art
music.

Harker, Tamlyn
Hypermobility Spectrum Disorder in Professional Instrumental Musicians
Hypermobility Spectrum Disorder (HSD) is a connective tissue disorder which affects a
number of musculoskeletal processes in the body. Many sources imply that there is a link
between the occurrence of performance-related musculoskeletal disorders (PRMD) in
musicians who have been diagnosed with HSD. Following my masters dissertation
investigating the lived experiences of amateur violinists with HSD who had experienced
PRMD, the proposed doctoral study aims to extend these findings by exploring the lived
experiences of the manifestation of HSD and PRMD in professional musicians. This
presentation will include a discussion of the existing literature surrounding HSD, focusing
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specifically on musician-centered experiences of HSD and PRMD. Additionally, an
explanation of the intended research project will be laid out, outlining the need for this field
of enquiry.
Bio
Tamlyn Harker is a first year doctoral candidate at the University of Pretoria. She completed
her MMus (University of Pretoria) in 2020. She lectures Music Psychology, and Music
Technology at Unisa. Additionally, she is a violinist and teaches violin at a school in
Johannesburg.

Hlungwani, Nozipho
Understanding Stories Novice Music Teachers Share about Teaching Music in Public Schools
in The North West Province
This narrative study seeks to understand the stories that seven novice music teachers share
about teaching the music component of Life Skills and Creative Arts in the North West
Province public schools. Currently, the gap in the existing literature on music teaching in
South Africa is significant. There is limited literature published on novice music teachers in
South Africa, specifically in the North West Province. Therefore, this study aims to fill in the
gap in the literature.
The purpose of this narrative study is to understand the stories that seven novice music
teachers share about teaching the music component of Life Skills and Creative Arts in public
schools in the North West Province. A novice teacher is defined as any teacher who has been
teaching for five years or less.
The strategy of inquiry in this study is narrative. Through the use of narrative inquiry, I will
be able to explore and understand subjective experiences by engaging participants through
storytelling, as narrative inquiry is human-centred and enables one to explore and understand
subjective experiences.
The method of data collection for this study is planned to be virtual data collection, in
accordance with COVID-19 safety protocols. Data will be collected through semi-structured
virtual interviews via video calling using Zoom meetings. Each interview will be transcribed
and analysed using dramaturgical coding under the guidelines of Saldaña.
In accordance with existing literature, the preliminary findings of this study indicate that
novice teachers face several challenges in their initial years of their professional teaching as
they are faced with many uncertainties and vulnerabilities, being "new kids on the block" as
Naicker and Somdut (2014) describe them. It has been pointed out that novice teachers are
confronted with reality shock induced by the gap between theory and practice, learne
behaviour and classroom management, the working environment, administrative demand,
lack of professional support, and the scarcity of resources to use. As a result, their ability to
adapt to change is hampered.
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Keywords: Novice teacher, Life Skills, Creative Arts, transitioning, reality shock, adapting to
change, self-esteem.
Bio
Nozipho Hlungwani, a MMus Musicology student at the North-West University (NWU).
Completed diploma in music, BA in music and society, and the BA honours in music. She is
a member of the Golden Key International Honour Society. Prior to studying music, she
completed her certificate in Forensic Sciences.

Holtzman, Glenn
We’ll Play It By Ear: Privileging a Pedagogy that Emphasizes Producing and Performing
Musical Art Without Scores. A Case-Study at Nelson Mandela University for Consideration
This paper explores the pros and cons of my pedagogical approach that privileges the ability
o e ec e m ical e fo mance ha don el on co e o hee m ic, and he lace of
such a pedagogy in our university music curricula, and how it further speaks towards issues
of decolonisation. Using a case-study of a student musical exhibition delivered at an event
i led Lea ning f om o con e : Re i ali ing and decoloni ing he isual and performing
a a NMU held in Ma 2021, I n ack the rationale, aims and objectives, alongside the
challenges, that this type of work represents for participants inside and outside of the
traditional classroom. Given that more people in Africa and the broader diaspora create and
execute music by ear as opposed to reading scores, I argue that this indigenous modality of
teaching and learning music should receive a greater prominence in our university music
studies curricula, and that the definition of aural studies should be extended to include this
type of musicianship development that is devoid of reliance on a score. I trace the production
of the exhibition from conception to completion, and the meaning of it all especially for the
student participants, who I argue are active drivers of decolonisation when afforded the
necessary agency within our university music departments.
Bio
Glenn Holtzman is a Senior Lecturer in Music and the Performing Arts at Nelson Mandela University.
He holds a PhD from the University of Pennsylvania and is a specialist in critical race theory, queer
theory, and performative practice. He identifies as an academic social justice activist and artist, with
an interest in higher education transformation and equity initiatives.

Ibitoye, Oluwatosin John
Cognitive Apprenticeship in Indigenous Baluu and Kengbe Musical Arts of Ilorin people in
Kwara State, Nigeria
Over time, different and divergent learning methods such as the Kodaly method (1941),
V go k Zone of P o imal De elo men (ZPD) (1987), Go don M ic Learning Theory
(1989), P a
A en ice hi Pe ec i e (1998), McPhe on Self-regulated Learning in
Music Practice (2017) have been postulated by scholars and musicologists alike in relation to
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the learning and practice of music in formal education. However, little has been said on
learning and apprenticeship methods for indigenous musical arts and practice. Peradventure,
this may be as a result of informal context of indigenous music arts and practice in most
cases. Hence, this study interrogates Cognitive Apprenticeship in indigenous African musical
arts through examination of two indigenous music styles: Baluu and Kengbe Music of Ilorin
People in Kwara State, Nigeria. The study underscores the processes of musical skill
acquisition in the informal context of Baluu and Kengbe female oral musical arts and how
these processes influence the cognition of the learners. This study is underpinned with
Cognitive Apprenticeship Theory (Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989). Using oral interview
and non-participant observation of learning process, training, rehearsals and band
performances of Baluu and Kengbe musical arts, this study identifies the stages of learning,
development and professional practice of the indigenous Baluu and Kengbe Musical arts in
Ilorin, Nigeria. The study interrogates the instructional strategies of cognitive apprenticeship:
Modelling, Scaffolding, Articulation, Coaching, Reflection, Exploration, Fading; and how
these strategies stimulate the thought process of trainees for the development of cognitive
skills such as problem solving, social charisma, human relations, improvisation, enquiry, selfexpression and self-esteem. This study discovers learning by imitation, rote method of
learning, articulation, reflection, exploration and improvisation skills as fundamental tools in
the evolution and making of a professional musician in Baluu and Kengbe arts.
Bio
Oluwatosin John Ibitoye holds a B.A. and M.A. degree in Performing Arts (Music) from the
University of Ilorin, Nigeria. His research interests are in Performance, Intercultural and
African Musicology. He is currently a Doctoral student in Performance and Intercultural
Musicology at Department of the Performing Arts, University of Ilorin, Nigeria.

Kayser-Mitas, Andrea
Jacobus Kloppers’ Concerto for Organ, Strings and Timpani, 1
Composer and Performer

1: Conversations with the

The sheer development of organ building since the eighteenth century, and composition,
since the nineteenth century, in South Africa has played a significant role in the creative
output of many South African composers of organ works. One such organ composer, Jacobus
Kloppers' (1937) oeuvre, encompasses both small and large-scaled organ compositions. This
paper aims to present the findings of a case study exploring Kloppers' Concerto for Organ,
Strings and Timpani, 1991.
The interview with Kloppers delved into his background as a composer of organ works and
sought to identify the factors that underpinned the creation of his organ concerto. Although
the work was analyzed to identify the harmonic structure and practical performance
indications, this paper will only present a brief overview of these aspects as discussed by the
composer in the interview.
The case study also includes an interview with Marnie Giesbrecht, who has performed the
organ concerto three times. Furthermore, it gives a glimpse into the experiences of Giesbrecht
as she performed the concerto and the choices she made when tackling the various practical
nuances of performing the work. The study results revealed that Kloppers' compositional
process for the organ concerto exhibits various socio-cultural and historical factors that he
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experienced throughout his tenure as a student and composer over many years. The paper
presents a unique insight into Klopper's organ concerto through conversations with the
composer and the realisation of the composition through the performer's experience and the
vital link between performer and composer.
Bio
Andrea Mitas is a full-time lecturer in the School of the Arts: Music at the University of
Pretoria. She attained the BMus (Performance) 2011 and MMus (Music Education) 2015
degrees respectively and completed her DMus in 2022 exploring the compositional processes
of South African composers of organ concerti. Her teaching philosophy encompasses
multifaceted learning styles that promote holistic education. She has established herself as
performer, educator and presenter.

Kruger, Jaco
“The Child Who is a Song-Story”: Venda Ngano in the 21st Century
References to rainmaking ritual in Venda ngano song-stories correlate with archaeological
findings that backdate this narrative genre by at least a millennium. The recorded history of
ngano since the late 19th century is woven into material, social and cultural transformation.
While performatively passive, these song-stories live on in memorial form within a domain
that includes history, myth, praises and initiation formulae and songs. They also feature in
local popular culture.
Their current practice cautions against teleological interpretations of precolonial cultural
fo m a ei he i ele an o endange ed , in ead in oking Jame Cliffo d no ion of c l
as a spiral which constantly curls upon itself in adaptive re-evaluations of the past. This
presentation accordingly shows ngano memory as speaking of and from history to
contemporary South Africa in its turbulent engagement with the rule of law, drawing
renewed attention to the narrative expression of ancient local worldviews.

e

Recollection of plots and songs is attributed to the moral ambiguities that characterise social
transformation, and the insistence by local communities that certain ancient values are
timeless. These values are conceptualised as milayo o la
, and they are expressed in oral
art forms like ngano which are described as milayo nyana (small laws). The concluding
narrative marker Ha vha u fa ha nwana wa lungano ( Thi i he dea h of he child ho i a
song- o ) iden ifie he gen e a a fo m of moral education, and implies that there must
always be stories by means of which to raise children.
The presentation consequently also briefly describes the repatriation of documented ngano to
communities of origin by means of the Masara Oral Arts Project. This project makes ngano
available as an open educational resource involving video recordings, Tshivenda
transcriptions, English translations and extensive description and analysis. This resource is
shown to be utilised generally in the dissemination and application of indigenous knowledge,
and specifically in language acquisition, the life orientation subject, music education,
musicology and cultural tourism.
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Bio
Jaco Kruger is affiliated with Masara, the research entity of the School of Music at NorthWest University (Potchefstroom).

Kumar, Rakesh
The Complex Nature of Multisite Ethnographic Fieldwork on the Siddi Goma/Dhamal, in
Gujrat, India
In this presentation, I discuss my multisited fieldwork research in urban and rural sites in the
state of Gujrat, India, and on Goma/Dhamal performances by the African Indian Siddi
community. I argue that multisited fieldwork is a possibility for shedding more light on the
performance culture of the Siddi community as this community is spread far and wide.
Further, limiting the research to only one area will not yield information that is
comprehensive and inclusive of diverse manifestations of Goma/Dhamal performances. I
reflect on the difficulties that arise from the impact of social class, globalization,
urbanization, flows of information and people, changes in interethnic and interreligious
relations in India and globally, on the Siddi community and Goma/dhamal performances.
Because of my interest in understanding how Goma/dhamal performers experience their
identities and their participation in groups and distinct performances events, I decided to
avoid cultural brokers and other community leaders as intermediaries. This approach
rendered rich data, but also presented many challenges, which I could not anticipate before
arriving at the research sites. This presentation will describe some of the complexities and
unexpected situations that emerged during my fieldwork to assist with refining and situating
my research project. I provide, moreover, a brief analysis of the merits of multisited
fieldwork and argue for its value in achieving the goals of this research.
Bio
Rakesh Kumar is a Ph D student at Rhodes University in his second year of study. He is
being supervised by Lee Watkins. Rakesh is an established Indian music vocalist. This
presentation is based on his research on the Goma/Dhamal performances of the Siddi, a
community of the African diaspora in India. His other research interests include Indian music
pedagogy, embodied experiences, Ethiopian music and Hindustani music in Indian diaspora.

Kunnuji, Joseph and Jeanne-Louise Moolman
Inclusivity through Intercultural Musical Collaborations: Odeion and Mangaung Strings
Explore Indigenous Songs
In this integrated recorded performance and paper presentation, Joseph Kunnuji collaborates
with the viola section of the Mangaung Strings Project, led by Jeanne-Louise Moolman, to
demonstrate a decolonial approach to the transfer of strings skills and techniques in
historically marginalised communities in Bloemfontein, South Africa. This presentation
combines a lecture and a performance to demonstrate a method of musical inclusivity as a
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possible agency for social cohesion within shared music-making spaces in cosmopolitan
sites. Twenty-plus years after the end of white minority rule in South Africa, racial
segregation remains, and this is evinced by the musical formations in many South African
cities. The Mangaung String Project was partly established to address this segregation. In the
lecture, Joseph Kunnuji argues that while interventions such as the Mangaung Strings Project
may be benign, seeking to address historic injustices, they could better achieve this aim
through a song-first approach that foregrounds indigenous songs, not just as points of
departure b a cen al in he ojec c ic l m. No abl , in So h Af ican ci ie and mo e
broadly across Africa, music-making contexts remain replete with divisions highlighting
musical tastes and preferences among musicians and enthusiasts. Similarly, certain musical
instruments are associated with specific genres and are rarely used outside their traditional
performance contexts. This implies that many musicians and music enthusiasts miss out on
the wealth of indigenous knowledge and diversity preserved in African musical traditions.
Moreover, the type of division described thus far could engender classism and the lack of
cross-cultural empathy inherent in modern societies. In a bid to address the question of
inclusivity in contemporary Bloemfontein, and more broadly, South Africa, thus promoting
empathy across socio-cultural and class divides, this presentation demonstrates a convivial
music-making model through performance and an animated lecture.
Bios
Dr Joseph Kunnuji is a Senior Lecturer in Ethnomusicology and African Musics at the
Odeion School of Music, University of the Free State. His research interests include
reimagining marginal and historical musical practices. He combines teaching, performing and
academic activism in unearthing his musical heritage.
Jeanne-Louise Moolman has been the violist of the Odeion String Quartet and a senior
lecturer at the Odeion School of Music, University of the Free State, since 2008. With over
twenty years of experience as the principal violist of several professional orchestras, she has
performed in numerous countries and has won several awards.

Lawrence, Amanda
“We’re All Born Naked and the Rest is Drag”: Exploring Identity, Performativity and
Subversiveness through Music in Drag Performance
Drag performance has seen an explosion of popularity in the 21st century. Reality TV
ho like R Pa l D ag Race (2009- ), Q ee E e (2018- ), and D agnificen !
(2019- ), have elevated some successful drag queens, such as Bianca de Rio or Trixie Mattel,
to mainstream celebrity status and inspired a multitude of amateur drag queen groups and
performances across the world. Drag performance is not just entertainment; rather, it has
created a safe space for self-expression beyond the traditional limitations of the gender
binary, and it affords the formation of a supportive community. Importantly, a large aspect
of drag performances comes from music: the use of lip-syncing to music by famous singers
like Lady Gaga, Cher, Madonna (often LGBTQ+ icons), allows performers to embody their
presence and to explore aspects of identity in the performance.
This paper uses ethnographic and interview methods to explore the relationship between
music and identities (including gender, sexual, racial, ethnic and migrant), specifically in the
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context of drag communities located in the Mount Pleasant, East Van and Downtown
neighbourhoods of Vancouver, Canada. Emphasis is placed on how the history behind, and
technique of, lip- ncing enable he e of ano he a i
o k o eaffi m he e fo me
identity. I will apply theories of performativity to analyse interplay between performativity
and m ic e fo mance, in addi ion o he a lica ion of ke conce
ch a
e ence and
oice in oice die (de elo ed in m icolog and comparative literature) to theorize lipsynching- a topic that is yet to be extensively explored in voice studies.
Bio
Originally from South Africa, Amanda Lawrence recently graduated with an M.Mus degree
(2022) from the University of British Columbia, Canada. Amanda e ea ch in e e lie in
the effects of gender structures, race ideologies and the colonial framework imposed on
music in the 20th and 21st centuries, which she will continue to pursue at UBC in the Fall,
supervised by Dr. Hedy Law.

Le Roux, Abigail
Voices Of Colour: The Experiences Of Black Teachers In White-Majority Schools
This mixed-methods research study aims to investigate the lived experiences of Black
teachers (including music teachers) who teach in white-majority schools of education
districts in the Western Cape Province of South Africa. Firstly, I address some of the
challenges and opportunities that Black teachers experience, and secondly, I highlight the
a io
a egie ha Black eache
e o na iga e hei chool racial climate. The
findings are based on the data from a survey questionnaire which involved the responses of
40 Black teachers. The research study adopts Critical Race Theory (CRT) as a theoretical
framework. As the research study sets out to examine the subject of Black teachers'
experiences in white-majority schools, CRT is therefore a suitable theoretical framework
to guide for the collection and analysis of the data gathered in my research. This empirical
study makes a modest contribution to educational research on the experiences of Black
teachers in white-majority schools. This study comes at a timely and compelling time
because the experiences of both Black students and teachers in white-majority schools of
South Africa have become an issue of concern. The findings from the study are relevant to
stakeholders such as school principals, school management teams, school governing bodies
and school councils. It will also be of interest to educational scholars in higher education
institutions and policy makers in provincial and national government who have potential
interests in this research field. It will inform a wider community of teachers of their
Black colleag e e e ience . La l , i ill gi e meaning and nde anding o Black
teachers who currently teach in white-majority schools as well as prospective Black teachers
entering this kind of teaching environment. The findings of my research will not only be a
significant contribution to academic knowledge on this subject but will serve as a catalyst for
further study by other researchers.
Bio
Abigail le Roux is currently studying towards an M.Ed. degree at the University of Cape
Town. Her research interests lie in the sociology and politics of race in education with
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reference to the experiences of Black teachers in white-majority schools. Abigail is also a
qualified music teacher and teaches Music a S C ian School in Ca e To n.

Liebenberg, Visser
Improvisation with Industrial Ecological Pollution
This presentation contains an ethnographic narrative and a clarinet improvisation film infused
b ind
ial ecological oll ion. I i e in he High eld egion of So h Af ica
Mpumalanga province, where coal mines have dominated wetlands and small rural towns.
The South Af ican o e g id ha had olling blacko , collo iall kno n a load
hedding , ince 2007. The con in o fl of he o e g id ha nece i a ed inc ea ed coal
mining in the North which has drastically affected the local population's natural landscape
and living conditions. The presentation starts with a paper which is a narrated version of what
you will see in the film. Then, the film is shown which is infused with sound recordings of
clarinet improvisation, sound of wetlands, industrial ecological pollution and coal bearing
trucks. In this presentation I outline the road from Johannesburg to my hometown Bethal
through text and film.
Bio
Dr Visser Liebenberg is an educator, performer and researcher. He currently holds a postdoctoral scholarship at MASARA, North-West University researching and creating artistic
ojec fo cla ine . D Liebenbe g ha a PhD f om S ellenbo ch Uni e i
Af ica O en
Institute for Music, Research and Innovation where he researched themes of decoloniality,
artistic researcher, artistic experimentation, clarinet practice and free improvisation.

Madalane, Ignatia
Songs From the Underground: Musical Analysis of Songs from Ukuthwasa Process
Ubungoma, the traditional healing practice, has been making waves in South Africa of late.
From the Sangoma (traditional healer) known as Mpho wa Badimo winning Big Brother SA;
to Gogo Maweni, a well know traditional healer, being accused of witchcraft; to Gogo Dineo
Ndlanzi trending because of her impactful and insightful knowledge on African spirituality.
Whether positive or negative, these stories have shone a light on a practice that has
historically been marginalised and shrouded in secrecy. Through popular songs and television
programmes such as Izangoma Zodumo, ubongoma is now mainstream.
The scholarly study of ubungoma is also burgeoning. The historical neglect of ubungoma
may be attributed to the Witchcraft Suppression Act of 1957, amended in 1970, with
precedence from the Witchcraft Suppression Act of 1985 from the Cape Colony. The Act
rendered African spiritual practices illegal. With the advent of democracy in South Africa,
the Witchcraft Suppression Act was abolished and was replaced by the Traditional Health
Practitioners Act of 2007 which regulates the registration, training, and conduct of traditional
health practitioners. With this freedom for the industry came a renewed interest in ubungoma.
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Recent interest in the field primarily stems from the health sciences with scholars being
interested in the medicinal aspects of ubungoma (Zondo, 2008; Rampho, 2019; Chabeli,
2020). Other scholars have addressed other aspects of ubungoma including gender relations
(Ogana and Ojong, 2015; Semenya 2009; Magadla, Magoqwana, Motsemme, 2021);
religious and spiritual aspects (Wallace, 2015; Lambretcht, 2014; James, 1994), while others
are taking a philosophical approach (Siwana, 2016; Zwane 2021; Podalecka, 2021). Though
musical performance plays an important role in the process of becoming isangoma, very few
studies have addressed the role of music in the process of ukuthwasa, the initiation process of
becoming a sangoma. This paper aims to provide an in-depth analysis of songs performed
during the beginning stages of ukuthwasa. Through textual analysis, and interviews, this
paper will provide a detailed understanding of the role and meaning of specific songs
performed during the early stages of the ukuthwasa process.
Key Words: ubungoma, ukuthwasa, traditional healing, traditional musical performance,
African Spirituality
Bio
Ignatia Madalane (Mkhulu Mngomezulu), holds a BMus degree and an MA in music
e ea ch f om he Uni e i of he Wi a e and i h a di e a ion i led, Xima a a:
E lo ing Gen e in Con em o a T onga Po la M ic. Igna ia o ked a a o a Wi
School of Arts and later joined Unisa as a lecturer in 2014-2019. She is also a certified and
practicing traditional healer. Ignatia has presented papers in nation and internal conferences
and ha
bli hed he follo ing a icle : T onga Po la M ic: Nego ia ing Ethnic identity
in Global M ic P ac ice , in he Jo nal of M ical A in Af ica (2014); F om Pa l o
Penny: The Emergence and Development of Tsonga Disco (1985-1990 ) in he Af ican
Music Journal (2015). Wenzani wena? Riffing on 'genres will not be mixed' (2018) in
SAMUS. Her research interests include, popular music, genre, indigenous knowledge
em , adi ional m ic , gende , e ali , ace, c l e, lang age, iden i , and m ic
and spirituality.

Makube, Tshegofatso
The Use of Creative-Art Therapies in Treating Trauma-Related Mental Health Conditions in
South Africa
So h Af ica c en a e of men al heal h i in e e e c i i . D e o he m l i le, com le
factors contributing to this crisis, experts have agreed that the nature of the mental health
situation in South Africa requires a solution that incorporates both western and traditional
healing that is uniquely South African (SACAP, 2019). The inclusion of creative-arts
therapies (music, art, drama, and dance) when treating trauma-related conditions such as
depression is an example of this approach. This research proposes that better awareness of the
use and efficacy of creative-arts therapies as a viable treatment will benefit patients suffering
from mental health conditions. Furthermore, it may enable broader access to mental health
care amongst more communities in South Africa.
Aims
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This research aims to investigate the inclusion of creative-arts therapies (music, art, drama,
and dance) as a viable treatment for people who do not have access to traditional therapy. The
focus of the research is on mental health conditions incurred through trauma in South Africa.
Method
This research is a qualitative study using interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA) to
interpret the research data. Four South African accredited Creative-Art therapists in music,
art, drama, and dance were handpicked to participate in semi-structured, in-depth interviews
(60min each). The unique insights of the creative-arts therapists into the effects of their
e ec i e he a ie on a ien men al heal h ill o ide a ich o ce of da a fo hi
research.
Results and Conclusions
After conducting the interviews in April, it is anticipated that the research results will be
available a few months prior to the SASRIM conference. Results and conclusions will be
presented in the proposed paper.
Bio
Rhodes University, Masters Candidate, Classical Voice Musician, South Africa.

Marais, Annabel
The Stories Of Chamber Musicians Who Regularly Play Together And Their Musicking
Experiences
This narrative inquiry explores the stories of chamber musicians, who regularly play together,
tell about their musicking experiences. Musicking can be understood as the verb or action of
making music with others. The divergence between ensemble performance and research
abo he e fo me
o ie i al able o o he m ician ho engage in m icking i h
one another. This research could help them better understand their performance,
communication, and relationships. Thi e ea ch can al o con ib e o ed ca o and
cond c o kno ledge o be e nde and ho en emble g o
f nc ion and engage in
musical life.
There is not enough qualitative research concerned with the stories of professional ensemble
la e musicking together regularly. The literature on the stories about ensemble players is
primarily quantitative studies focusing on musical communication, social interaction,
coordination, and individual development as a unique personal growth and awareness. My
study can contribute to this gap by combining the musicking experiences of professional
ensemble members with narrative inquiry in a qualitative study to explore how they regularly
function together throughout their musical lives.
Qualitative research procedures will be executed to explore and voice the chamber
m ician
o ie abo hei m icking e e ience and li e . A na a i e a oach i
ed
in this study to organize the order of events in a chronological sequence and to better include
every pa ici an
oice and indi id al o a a of he e ea ch. A hi age in he
research, I am busy with the research proposal and a thorough study of literature concerning
music(k)ing, chamber ensembles, musicians, and social interaction in musical groups. The
literature introducing this study will build the foundation for further research.
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Bio
Annabel Marais, North-West University School of Music MASARA.

Matongo, Grace Martha
Gender Equity: Practical Music Pedagogy At Four Zimbabwean Tertiary Institutions
This paper explores gender equity with regards music pedagogy in Zimbabwean tertiary
institutions. The motivation to carry out this study emanated from my personal experiences
pertaining to music education dynamics in the country, which I hypothesize to be rooted
within socio-cultural gender disparities. In the study I take cognisance of the changes that are
simmering in the education system resulting from both international and local influences. The
Beijing gender equality convention is one such force that has revolutionized the local
education system among others. Closer home, the Nziramasanga commission and the
National Gender Policy culminated into the amendment of the Education Act in 2004. A new
competence-based curriculum framework was developed and finalised in 2015 and a phased
implementation commenced in 2017. The guiding principles of the curriculum include
inclusivity, accessibility, equity, accountability, relevance, continuity, respect
(Unhu/Ubuntu/Vumunhu), gender sensitivity, diversity and transparency. While I
acknowledge the rise of female employment in the education sector as a positive step toward
equal gender representation, I nevertheless question whether the same progress is made in
terms of equal gender treatment and women e e ience in he o k lace in Zimbab ean
music education institutions. I therefore chose a population of tertiary institutions in this
study, bearing in mind that it is here where educators are trained. For this purpose, four
tertiary institutions, Midlands State University, Zimbabwe College of Music, Music
Crossroads, and Morgan Zintec Teachers College inform this study. It is from these four that
informants will be picked purposively. Two government institutions; Morgan Zintec College
and Midlands State University and two private institutions; Zimbabwe College of Music and
Music Crossroads are included in the study to strike a balance and give objective conclusions.
The study adopts a qualitative methodology. Data will be collected through questionnaires,
interviews and observation.
Bio
Grace Martha Matongo is currently studying a Master of Musicology with UNISA. She has
fif een ea e e ience in eaching ima chool den . She i an academic den
who strives to research on gender issues in the education sector particularly on the teaching
and playing of instruments, the role of women in the music industry, dance and instrument
construction.
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Mbande, Venancio Jnr
Lecture demonstration: The Chopi People and Their Xylophones: How Does Timbila Music
Performance Work?
At a time when young people care little about aspects of local culture, I feel honoured to have
been born into a family that stands out in the perpetuation of culture and that taught me from
an early age about the importance of preserving and promoting timbila. This is the traditional
music and name of a xylophone played by the Chopi people, from the Zavala District, in
Southern Mozambique, where I come from.As a young timbila practitioner, with some
influence among timbila players and one of the few who has followed an academic career
with a job directly linked to the cultural sector, I take my position with great responsibility
and, therefore, I offer some contribution to keep timbila alive. In fact, since 2012, I have been
part of the organisation of the only timbila festiva in the world, which takes place every year
in Zavala, Mozambique. Since 2020, I have been involved in two small initiatives, which aim
to create a website for the timbila festival, as well as to help different timbila practitioners
create small businesses based on the art of making and playing this xylophone, which should
end between 2023 and 2024. I have also participated in anthropological and
ethnomusicological research and different forms of work on timbila, carried out by
individuals linked to institutions such as Universidade Pedagógica de Maputo, (2009);
Rhodes University, (2018); Universidade Nova de Lisboa, (2019) and Universidade de
Brasília, (2019). SASRIM is an important platform for promoting music research. In this
sense, considering the peculiarities of timbila, I intend to demonstrate its performance,
addressing basic aspects such as the history of timbila performance, timing in timbila music
as well as to introduce different types of timbila and their function in an orchestra. This will
be a presentation which will last about 30 minutes and will be an in-person presentation.
Bio
Venancio Junior Mbande is a master timbila performer from Mozambique.

McConnachie, Boudina and Francesca Porri
Valuing the Ocean through Traditional Cultural Expressions
The Imizee Project, based at the South African Institute for Aquatic Biodiversity (SAIAB) and
the International Library of African Music (ILAM) at Rhodes University, aims at exploring
Indigenous Knowledge (IK) approaches to teaching and learning and providing opportunities
for engagement with science, storytelling and the creation of economic opportunities. Through
the len of ecom icolog one of he ojec goal i o inc ea e a al ed nderstanding of
biodiversity along the coastline between Hamburg and Port Alfred in the Eastern Cape. In this
e en a ion I di c
he ojec foc on imi i g a ha i
ed in heritage weaving
common in Hamburg and how this sparked a scientific project experimenting with structures
developed for the regeneration of coastal biodiversity. The development and monitoring of
these structures creates opportunities to engage with Traditional Creative Expressions (TCEs)
ia field eco ding of he ocean interactions with the woven structures in conjunction with
the contemporary, traditional and indigenous music and heritage practices of the community.
It is foreseen that these creative practices will tell a story of why coastal habitats are so
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important for ocean biodiversity. I will discuss current findings based on the project approach
as informed by Allen and Dawe, who state that in spheres of biocultural diversity and
sustainability there is an increasing attentiveness in making use of IK or traditional ecological
knowledge as sources that critique and manage them (2016, 42). We believe that a missing
factor in music studies today is an in-depth understanding of how local ecosystems and their
relationship between human and non-human interactions result in various forms of expressions
centred on culture (Allen and Dawe 2016, 52). Like Aaron Allen (2012, 3), the Imizee team
questions where the uniquely human disciplines such as art and music are in the process of
understanding and educating people about environmental crises.
Bio
Boudina McConnachie (PhD, MMus, BMus, PGCE, RULS) is an African musical arts
activist with a particular interest in musical arts pedagogy and Indigenous Knowledge
Systems. She works with the Rhodes University Education department, the International
Library of African Music (ILAM) and is HOD of the Rhodes Department of Music and
Musicology.
Francesca Porri
I am a senior scientist at the South African Institute for Aquatic Biodiversity (SAIAB) in
Grahamstown/Makhanda, South Africa, with interests in the ecology of coastal systems. I
completed my PhD at Rhodes University, examining the spatio-temporal mechanisms that
drive larval connectivity of mussels on the south-east coast of South Africa.

Meyer, Jaco
Composing Referential Music for the Visually Impaired: A Collaboration with Willem Boshoff
Some scholars and musicians are of the opinion that music cannot reference anything outside
of the music itself, while others are of the view that music can convey non-musical ideas and
concepts. My recent collaboration with South African artist, Willem Boshoff, led me to
explore the 'referentialist' debate through my own artistic work when I was commissioned to
add sound to forty sculptures from Boshoff's Blind Alphabet series. The Blind Alphabet series
was started in 1990 when Boshoff sculpted wooden artworks for visually impaired people in
order to convey a complex concept through the art. Because visually impaired people are part
of a marginalised group in art galleries, they are unable to view the artworks like sighted
visitors. In an average art gallery, a visually impaired person will be guided by a sighted
person. Boshoff's Blind Alphabet reverses these roles. The setup and layout of the artworks
are 'blind-friendly' and each sculpture is accompanied by a comprehensive explanation in
Braille. In the exhibition of these works, sighted visitors become marginalised and to some
extent intimidated and will need assistance from a blind person to understand the works.
When I was commissioned by the MTN Foundation and the UJ Art Gallery to add sound to
the conceptual sculptures from Blind Alphabet Letter B (Babery to Bigeminate), I was
confronted with the debate on referential music. In this paper, I will share my artistic process
on the work and situate it within my understanding of referential music. I will also show
some samples from the collaborative work.
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Bio
Jaco Meyer is a Johannesburg-based composer and researcher who works with art and music.
He is also a research associate at MASARA of the North-West University.

Morelli, Janelize
Giving Voice through Erasure: A Poetic Inquiry of Power and Privilege in the Community
Music Discourse
Community music as a discipline is founded on equity and social justice principles. However,
community music interventions often assume deficit lenses and easily fall into
institutionalised racism, sexism, and ableism traps. These challenges may be attributed to
various factors, including how funding is structured and the relationship between community
music, ethnomusicology, and formal music education. The messiness in which community
music practitioners practice their art necessitates a critical exploration of power and privilege
if we are to stay true to the equity and social justice principles informing our discipline.
This study explores concepts of power and privilege in community music discourse through
poetic inquiry. The data in this study comprises a comprehensive analysis of articles
published in the International Journal of Community Music between 2017 and 2022. These
data were analysed using a values analysis approach. The values analysis highlighted
foundational assumptions underscoring the mechanisms of power and privilege in the
community music literature. The foundational values, attitudes, and beliefs informing this
discourse were identified and are presented through the process of erasure poetry. Erasure
poetry refers to a found poetic technique where the author selectively erases (thereby
silencing) aspects of a text. This process is illuminative in this study as erasure is often a
byproduct of uncritical discourses in academia. Therefore, there is a sense of irony in using
this form of inquiry as an act of resistance. Preliminary findings point to the inevitability of
erasure in community music and problematise the assumptions of hospitality and welcoming
that dominate the discourse around community music.
Bio
Janelize Morelli holds a Ph.D. in music education from the New York University, Steinhardt
School of Culture, Education, and Human Development. She is a senior lecturer in
community music at the North-West University School of Music and a member of the
MASARA research entity. Her research interests include the ethics of community music
practice and arts-based inquiry.
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Moses, Roland
COVID-19 and its Implications for Church Worship Service and Church Music Performance
Practice in South Africa
The recent outbreak of COVID-19 coupled with the wave of control measures by the state
forced South Africa into isolation, bringing about a radical shift in the traditional modes of
worship and performance practice. Churches moved away from face-to-face contact and
mig a ed o online i al la fo m fo o hi . Te m ha ha e become non mo
ih
virtual services include @churchonline, @mychurchonline, church@home, e-church and ichurch are attempts to respond to a new mode of worship. Furthermore, social distancing, the
donning of facial protective gear (masks and visors), and prohibition of group gatherings
resulted in churches suspending their weekly public gatherings. Such drastic developments
led to the majority of the churches exploring innovative ways to manage and continue their
worship services using online platforms.
The shift from traditional modes of worship and associated music performance towards
online platforms came with its set of challenges. High data costs, website space,
livestreaming licensing, and technological infrastructure emerged as significant challenges in
meeting the demand for online services (Wuytack 2020; Changuion 2020; Anderson 2020).
Although several progressive churches embraced high-end technologies in their venues, the
same cannot be said for the majority. The technological and online challenges impacted
church service format (e.g. opening prayer, praise and worship, prayer, exhortations, sermon,
alter call, benediction) and music performance practice (instrumental music, accompaniment
music for congregational singing (Praise and Worship), segue music, accompaniment music
for sermon). Selected churches eliminated music (praise and worship) to ensure streamlined,
shorter services favouring just the sermon. Such recent actions negatively affected church
musicians who are reliant on the church for self-learning and performance space.
This research uses a case study approach to develop an in-depth description of the effect of
COVID-19 on church worship service and church music performance practice. Literature
reviews, interviews, and observation highlight the best practice, challenges, and opportunities
of online churches during the COVID-19 lockdown and possibly the future, what is being
efe ed o a he ne no mal . Ch ch m ic e fo mance ac ice a a of he ch ch
worship service, the role of technology as best practice for an online church is explored so
that the church can continue with its role during the lockdown.
Bio
Dr Roland Moses is a senior lecturer at the Tshwane University of Technology. He
completed the Doctorate in Literature and Philosophy (DLitt et Phil) in Musicology and
MMus (cum laude) in Jazz Performance, Composition and Arranging. He attended Goteborg
University in Sweden as part of a student exchange program and has performed at numerous
local and international Jazz festivals.
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Moshugi, Kgomotso
Defying Cultural, Geographical and Chronological Boundaries through a Mobile Artefact
Hymns and their perpetual mobility through performance and re-imagination indicate a
unique collaboration between the present and the past that defies cultural, geographical and
chronological restrictions. This paper explores creativity and the artistic practice of musical
arranging. Drawing from my doctoral study concerning the localisation of Euro-American
hymns in South Africa, I utilise a systems model of creativity as a framework which enables
an interdisciplinary engagement. I observe creativity emanating from multiple activities and
role players rather than as an individual activity. I provide a context for my positionality as a
practitioner from Soweto in the Seventh-day Adventist faith community. Hymns form part of
collective cultural memory, and ongoing cultural experiences expressed though the human
voice as an instrument. I determine the extent to which they are altered, and I recognise
alteration as a function of creativity through the agency of arranging. Through hymnals,
audio recordings and participant observation, I observe this in congregational singing and
practices of ensembles which are smaller groups formed by members to provide special
music during church services and beyond. Although there is a degree of alteration of musical
elements in congregations, it is in ensembles that deliberate and elaborate arranging is
undertaken. I illustrate this through the 19 cen
h mn Wha a f iend e ha e in Je
,
its translation and how it assumes reimagined forms in various works, including my own,
which warrant recognition for their renewed originality, resistance and creativity. I argue that
they are propelled by creativity from their point of origin, which continues throughout their
lifespan and rebirth in various cultural settings and epochs.
th

Bio
Kgomotso Moshugi is a researcher in the humanities and social sciences, and a cultural
practitioner whose interests integrate conventional qualitative modes of inquiry with those
that are artistic, concerning choral cultures, creativity, arranging, ensemble leadership, civic
engaged research, cultural policy and entrepreneurship.

Moyo, Vuyelwa O’Lacy
A Critical Analysis of Professor Andrew Tracey’s Contributions to African Music Pedagogy and
the Field of Applied Ethnomusicology
And e T ace con ib ion o Af ican m ic edagog a e ho n h o gh hi
publications. He wrote extensively about the history and origins of various Southern African
instruments and dances. In his work he transcribes the music and movement while adding
illustrations to make them easier to understand, and adds descriptions of how the instruments
are made and played. Tracey put these on paper to be used as reference points for teaching
and the preservation of the musical styles. While still a director at ILAM, he also gave
lectures to students at various institutions nationally and was awarded an honorary doctorate
for his contribution to African music by Rhodes University. In addition, Tracey offered
workshops in which he imparted his musical skills, and was involved in the making of
documentaries about music, particularly that of the Chopi people from Mozambique. Tracey's
importance is notable in many ways as he committed his entire life to research, the
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dissemination of knowledge, and promoting the performance of African music. From as early
as the late 1960s, he used his research to develop a deep understanding of, and pedagogical
strategies to teach, the performance of various African musical genres.
This paper will highlight Andrew Tracey's contributions to African music education and
applied ethnomusicology through his publications on instruments such as the marimba,
mbira, timbila xylophones, nyanga pan pipes and valimba xylophones.
Bio
Vuyel a O Lac Mo o, bo n in B la a o, Zimbab e, i a PhD (E hnom icolog )
candidate at Rhodes University, supervised by Dr Boudina McConnachie. Vuyelwa has a
keen interest in indigenous African music education, Ecomusicology and mbira music
performance.

Mtsini, Nontuthu
Tradition and Change in the Imfene Dance of amaMpondo in the Ntabankulu District of the
Eastern Cape
In this presentation I describe the continuity and success of the imfene as an invented
tradition among the amaMpondo. I argue that the imfene is a reinvention of the numerous
traditional dances of the amaMpondo which subsume the older itimiti dance. As an in en ed
adi ion , he imfene emerges as a set of practices governed by accepted rules of rituals and a
symbolic nature which seeks to encourage certain values and norms of behaviours by
repetition. Through observing this repetition, I strongly agree with the viewpoint that the
dance im lie a con in i
i h he a (Hob ba m and Range 2000:1) a I a ocia e he
establishment of the modern imfene dance i h he hi o ic a in hich he ne
adi ion i
in e ed. The an fo ma ion of he dance ma be con ide ed along Mal leke ob e a ion
that it fused the elements from various music cultures such as those of the West, the amaZulu
and he amaM ondo. The f ion ma be e cei ed a a con em o a Af ican c l e hich
combines local and alien fea e (2012). The imfene is mostly accompanied by maskanda
musical instruments which constitutes, among others, Western instruments such as guitar,
concertina, violin and drum set (Olsen 2014, Pooley 2015). The instruments are accompanied
by song which alternates between sung and declaimed lyrics. The presentation brings to
a en ion he en ion be een ha e nde and a
adi ion and the influence of a South
African modernity on a dance form.
Bio
Nontuthu Mtsini is a lecturer in Ethnomusicology at Walter Sisulu University. This
e en a ion i ba ed on e ea ch fo he Ma e deg ee hich i nde aking a Rhode
University, under the supervision of Lee Watkins. Her interests include singing and
traditional dancing.
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Muller, Stephanus
Joernaal van Jorik, Fascism, and the South African Musical Avant-Garde
In 1949, the Afrikaans poet Diederik Johannes Opperman published an epic verse entitled
Joernaal van Jorik (Journal of Jorik). O e man e ic ace he fo ne of a man called
Jorik, who travels from an unnamed foreign country in a submarine to work as a spy in South
Af ica. The in i a ion behind O e man Jo ik a a composer called Olaf Andrésen (full
names: Hans Olaf Waldemar Rüdiger Emmerich Felix Januarius) who was born in Berlin in
14 January 1902, and who visited South Africa as part of a world tour in 1925/26 before
returning to the country in 1931. Andrésen became an important figure, and composer of
choice, for the South African neo-Nazi organization, the Ossewabrandwag. This paper
con ide he m ical ea men of O e man e ic b So h Af ican com o e Roelof
Temmingh (1946-2012). Transformed from an important mid-century achievement in
Afrikaans literature to a work of the South African musical avant-ga de in 1989, Temmingh
Jorik, musically engaging with a forty-year old literary reference to an historical composer at
the heart of South African fascist history, poses a troubling question of how the aesthetics of
a South African musical avant-garde shimmered with the legacy not only of apartheid, but of
its fascist spectre. It asks: What were the conditions of possibility for white musical
expression in the apartheid state, and what was the meaning of an avant-garde in a racist
settler society that located its lodestar identity in a European aesthetic constellation as a
matter not only of political ideology and policy, but also of belief? The paper argues that
these conditions of possibility and cultural allegiances have their roots in a radical form of
settler racism (apartheid) and its entanglement with fascist politics in a formative era of South
African art music development.
Bio
Stephanus Muller is the Director of the Africa Open Institute for Music, Research and
Innovation (AOI) at Stellenbosch University, South Africa. He is also the founder of the
Documentation Centre for Music (DOMUS) at Stellenbosch University, which is at the centre
of a research programme exploring the importance of the archive to decolonial research
practices.

Ncanywa, Sibusiso
Vernacular Post-Production Technologies and the Spaces of isiXhosa Choral Music
This paper considers the intersection of sound technology, choralism and identity as a
function of space. In the pursuit of choral music that is identifiably South African, composers
like Mzilikazi Khumalo (2010) have tried to merge both African and Western traditional
musical elements in their compositions. However, questions around the roles played by sound
technology especially composing, recording and post-production technologies in this
practice have seldom been raised. While authors such as Louise Meintjes (2003) and Michael
Drewett (2015) have drawn attention to the politics of recording in the early 1990s, their
studies fail to interrogate the geopolitics of the actual technologies used within South African
recordings. These technology systems are based on an understanding of music drawn almost
exclusively from a Western paradigm. From simple presets for artificial reverberation plugins
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to the development of Digital Audio Workstations, many of the basic technological
functionalities of recording and dissemination in South African music are determined by
Western parameters of music. Taking a different approach, I argue that identity in South
African choral music is formed by and challenges the sound technology that is used today. To
do so, I consider the notion of vernacular technologies in post-production processes. I show
how specifically the application of convolution reverb in isiXhosa choral music recordings
might engender notions of space in choral music which are acutely linked to issues of
identity. In an attempt to explore meanings of space in music, I critically reflect on authors
such as Eric F. Clark (2005) and R Murray Schafer (1993). By interrogating the production of
acoustic space as a technological marker of identity in music, I aim to draw out new
questions around the indigenisation of choral music by considering its post-production
technologies.
Bio
Sibusiso Ncanywa i a Ma e of M ic candida e a Rhode Uni e i
Music and Musicology.

De a men of

Ndlebe-September, Thobeka
Constructing the Jazz Heritage of the Eastern Cape by way of the Lives, Music and
Performances of Jazz Musicians in Queenstown
The question addressed in this presentation is how may the archive be imagined in a rural
context where resources are lacking and where the infrastructure for a traditional idea of the
archive may not exist? This question will be addressed through the research on the jazz
heritage of the Eastern Cape. I will argue that the archive is not only a building but animated
through memories of the past, participatory research and participatory archival practices
(Dalamba, 2012; Greer and Grobman, 2016; Muller, 2017; Ramana, 2016). This presentation
will describe how the current research developed further the International Library of African
M ic (ILAM) mi ion of decoloni ing holding h o gh mean
ch a increased
accessibility and digitisation, the storage and management of data, and cataloguing the
collection of newspaper articles, old record covers and photographs of veteran musicians and
musical performances (McGregor, 2013; Madiba, 2018 and Thram, 2018). The discussion in
this presentation will reflect on how the research on the jazz heritage of the Eastern Cape
provides a valuable and an additional means of understanding the nature of archiving in the
twenty-first century, in rural South Africa.

Bio
Thobeka Ndlebe - September is a doctoral student in Ethnomusicology at Rhodes University.
She is being supervised by Lee Watkins. Her background is in gender studies and creative
writing. She is also a jazz pianist.
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Ndodana Breen, Bongani, Glenn Holtzman, Nduduzo Makhathini and Carol Muller
Panel: Decolonizing Music Publishing: From Single to Many Authors
There has much talk about decolonizing music studies and music education, with more
inclusive curriculum in terms of gender and sexuality, language diversity, regional
representation, more Africa focused materials across the board, and increasingly South
African university music programs are offering a wider range of African instrumental
ensembles, and instruction on African instruments (McConnachie, Reshaping Our Musical
Values, 2021; Lambrechts, The Becoming of an Archive, 2020; Pistorius, Venter, Muyanga,
Decolonising Musicology, 2018). Makhathini published a bold essay on decolonizing South
African Jazz Studies (Jazz Cultures 2020). In this panel we reflect on what it might mean to
decolonize scholarly publication practices, particularly in a field of music studies where so
much knowledge remains known but not in written in scholarly publications. We wonder
he e if i i n ime fo academic music programs to rethink the pathway to hiring and
promotion based on published outputs of individual scholars, who in writing their articles and
book , ha e elied hea il on he kno ledge of ha G am ci called o ganic in ellec al
or i.e., knowledge bearers without degrees. In 2011, after a twenty -year series of
conversations with jazz singer Sathima Bea Benjamin, Muller co-authored a book, Musical
Echoes: South African Women Thinking in Jazz. While Benjamin had made only a few pages
of written contribution to the book, there is no way Muller could have published the book on
her own. The life story, many of the ideas, and the music it focused on, had all been
conceptualized by Ms. Benjamin. She simply had to be a co-author. And the book was
written in a way that laid bare the iece of he o ha e e Benjamin and ho e ha
e e M lle a a kind of call and e on e o m ical echo. Makhathini reflects on the
unequal modes of jazz education in their early years in South African universities, when the
musical expertise remained in the townships, and the music departments were filled with
mostly American jazz instructors they were experts in the American repertory, but knew
little about the long history of South African jazz performance. Our panel is currently coauthoring the third edition of what was originally Focus: Music of South Africa. The first
edi ion in en ionall foc ed on M lle o n e ea ch an fo med in o an nde g ad a e
text; edition number three will be created from a more polyphonic representation of original
research and thinking about South African music that presents material that is more textured,
demonstrates the knowledge of three more recent scholars, and diversifies the representation
of South African contemporary music in the process. We reflect on these and other
mechanisms for decolonizing research and publication in this panel.
Presenters
Dr. Bongani Ndodana Breen, independent composer/scholar
Dr. Glenn Holtzman, Nelson Mandela University
Mr. Nduduzo Makhathini, University of Forth Hare
Prof. Carol Muller, University of Pennsylvania
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Nhamo, Martison and Geoff M. Mapaya
Giving A Voice To Learners With Hearing Impairments: Their Views On The Nature Of
Inclusive And Equitable Education In The Learning Of Zimbabwe Junior Visual And Performing
Arts With Particular Reference To Music
Acco ding o Zimbab e P e iden ial Commi ion of In i in o Education and Training
(CIET), (1999), popularly known as the Nziramasanga Commission, institutions of learning
are supposed to embrace the concept of Inclusive and Equitable Education. The current study
sought to establish the views of learners who had some hearing impairments. The purpose
was to get an insight of what such disabled learners felt about how the lessons involving
concepts of theory of music were delivered to them by facilitators of the Zimbabwe Junior
Visual and Performing Arts Syllabus (ZJVPAS). As concerned stakeholders in the
implementation of the ZJVPAS, the researchers were guided by the Concern Based
Discipline theory in their quest to understand the views of the learners with hearing
impairments, particularly in the learning of theory of music in the ZJVPAS. The research
adopted a qualitative approach and a case study research design involving one Special Needs
lecturer and 20 purposely selected junior learners from one school who willingly participated
in face-to-face focus group discussions, to express their candid views on the learning of the
concept of theory of music. Data from the focus group discussions were grouped and
analysed thematically. The research findings indicated that the major concern of learners with
hearing impairment was that of being short changed by facilitators (teachers) who largely
focused on deep theoretical aspects of the discipline. The participants suggested that the
subject should be given enough time for their learning in the various concepts. In view of the
research findings, one would recommend that sufficient time be given to the teaching of such
Special Needs learners, just as facilitators should treat such learners with patience. The
facilitators may also consider engaging those learners in some bodily kinaesthetic
movements, as suggested by the Dalcroz method of teaching Music, in order to motivate
them.
Bio
Martison Nhamo is a PhD candidate in African Studies in the Department of Music, at the
University of Venda (Republic of South Africa), specialising in African Musicology
(makwaya). His research interest areas are Indigenous African Music, Indigenous Knowledge
Systems (IKSs), Education (including Inclusive Education), as well as entrepreneurship.

Oosthuizen, André
In Search of Perfection: Self-Compassion in the Rehearsal Room
Musicians are often extremely harsh on themselves searching for perfection, leaving no stone
unturned or note unevaluated. The perfect phrase, articulation, tone, or intonation is always
just beyond reach. By cultivating self-compassion, musicians can foster a healthier
relationship with themselves without yielding their search for perfection. Self-compassion is
a term within psychology that has received increased interest over the last few years. Selfcompassion entails self-kindness, common humanity, and mindfulness. Self-kindness refers
to being kind and understanding toward oneself in instances of pain or failure instead of
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being harsh and self-c i ical. Common h mani efe o he ac ion of ie ing one
experiences as part of the larger human experience and mindfulness to the act of holding
painful thoughts and feelings in balanced awareness rather than over-identifying with them.
This paper places the concept of self-compassion within the performing art world
describing a model case of how a musician might use self-compassion in preparation for a
performance and possibly change the way they communicate with themselves. Concept
analysis was employed to illustrate how the concept of self-compassion might be used by
performing musicians. The steps followed during this concept analysis were to select a
concept, review the literature to determine all the uses of the concept, identify the defining
attributes of the concept, construct several cases to illustrate how the concept is used and
identify a model case, delineate both the antecedents and consequences of the concept and
identify ways to measure the concept. The criteria for including literature in this concept
analysis was that the literature was published in the last 15 years in English. Google Scholar,
JSTOR and EBSCOhost were employed in searching for literature. Preliminary findings
show that self-compassion could be a valuable tool for performing musicians to alleviate
anxiety and general feelings of self-doubt. I argue that by applying the concept of selfcompassion in their practising routine, performing musicians can improve their general
psychological health. The concepts of self-kindness, common humanity and mindfulness can
significantly help performers lessen the pressure they place on themselves to achieve
unattainable perfection.

Bio
André Oosthuizen is a lecturer in flute, pedagogy and ensemble studies at the North-West
University. He is the conductor for both the NWU Wind ensemble and Symphony orchestra
and co-conductor for the North-West youth orchestra. André is an active performer and
conductor currently working on a DMus in flute performance.

Pilkington, Carl
The Meaning Of “Queer” in Music Education: A Concept Analysis
The
o e of hi conce anal i i o e abli h a defini ion of
ee in m ic
education. There has been an increase in queer related studies in music education in the
ecen fe ea . Thi e en a ion define and cla ifie ho
ee i
ed in m ic
ed ca ion li e a e. Q ee ela ed e ea ch of en e LGBTQ+ (o he iden i ie
encapsulated in the acronym) or gender and/or sexual identity interchangeably.
A concept analysis distinguishes between concepts and explains their relationships, defining
concepts and pointing out their limitations and shortcomings. Concept analyses are used for
theory development and clarification. This specific concept analysis aims to critically analyse
the available evidence on how queerness impacts music education. This presentation will use
the Avant and Walker (1994) approach to concept analysis one of the most widely used in
nursing and health care to determine the meaning and use of a concept. Although concept
analyses are not typically used in music education research, they have been used in related
fields, such as community music, to determine the scope of certain concepts.
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Databases were consulted to find academic work published between 2005- and March 2022
that deals with queerness in music education. The sources were then analysed using the
systematic eight-step approach by Walker and Avant (1994). Preliminary findings indicate
that queerness as a concept is multi-layered and complex and can be used to either oppress or
empower music education contexts.

Bio
Carl Pilkington is a Ph.D. student at North-West University and a practicing music educator.
His research focuses on queerness in music education, and the lived experiences of queer
music educators. He completed his BMus and Postgraduate Certificate in Education at
Stellenbosch University and his MMus at North-West University.

Quainoo, Nana E.
Afro-Caribbean Influences on Brass Band Music at Modern Fanti Masquerades: A Case Study
of Masquerading Culture in Winneba, Ghana
This paper reports on the progress of a PhD project, which comprises a study of Afro
Caribbean influences on Brass Band music and Masquerading culture at modern Fantiland in
the Winneba metropolis of Ghana. It focuses on the practice and performance of brass band
music at masquerading carnivals in the Afro-Caribbean and modern Fantiland communities
in Ghana specifically Winneba, the ancestral home of Fantis. Aspects considered include
carnival songs, traditional elements that find its clearest expression in styles from West
Indian carnivals, construction of masks, use of Afro-Caribbean melodies and rhythms, and
similarities of costumes. The study also explores the influence of creolisation, transnational
movement as well as globalisation on cultures. The research is carried out in Winneba,
Ghana. Data is collected via observations of rehearsals and special performances,
supplemented by guided interviews with leaders of brass bands and masquerading festival
organizers.
Keywords: Masquerade, Brass Band, Afro-Caribbean, Fantiland, Metropolis.
Bio
Quainoo is a Ph. D in Music students at the University of South Africa. I am thirty-Six years
and a Ghanaian. He holds a B Ed and MPhil degrees in Music from University of Education
and University of Ghana, Legon.

Ralfe, Sarah
Narrative Inquiry as an Inclusive Methodology in the Foundation Phase Music Classroom
In most South African schools, the responsibility for teaching music falls on the generalist
class teacher, with as many as 93% of schools in the Western Cape relying on the class
teacher to teach music (Herbst, De Wet and Rijsdijk, 2005). Against the backdrop of a plea
for research that foregrounds student voice in Higher music education (Kenny, 2017;
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Ferguson, 2009) and the acknowledgement that there is little research into what South
African generalist teachers bring to the music classroom, this paper proposes a more
inclusive definition of what constitutes musicality, by exploring the lived music histories of
fourth-year student teachers. This paper argues that narrative inquiry is a useful tool in
allowing student teachers to make sense of their developing identities as generalist teachers
that may be tasked with teaching music in the Foundation Phase classroom. By asking
student teachers to tell their stories, individuals reflect on their past musical experiences,
present musical dispositions and thus, influence their future thinking and actions regarding
the place of music in the classroom. The presentation will share draft emerging narratives
which highlight the rich biographical resources that currently exist amongst prospective
teachers. While non-specialist music teachers are often regarded as coming to the teaching of
music with a deficit, this paper proposes that they arrive with a myriad of musical
experiences, both formal and informal. Through actively accessing stories of these musical
experiences, student teachers are encouraged to scrutinise, revisit and engage with their lived
musical experiences and, thus, make meaning of their current music teaching dispositions.
How to activate and value this music life history legacies of student teachers should become
an agenda for the initial teacher education, and prospectively for future school classroom
pedagogy.
Bio
Sarah Ralfe is a Senior Lecturer in Music and Creative Arts Education at Stadio. She is
currently registered for a PhD in Higher Education Studies at the University of KwaZuluNatal, where her thesis considers the music life histories of student teachers and how these
histories are enacted in the Foundation Phase classroom.

Rennie-Salonen, Bridget
“We Need To Know” - South African Student Voices On Musicians’ Occupational Health
Course Content And Implementation: Implications For Tertiary Music Education
Health promotion education in the curricula of tertiary music schools is widely advocated due
to the high prevalence of performance-related health problems among musicians of diverse
gen e , c l e , and age , and den m ician lo co e in heal h omo ing beha io
and their lack of occupation-specific preventative knowledge (Rennie-Salonen & de Villiers
2016; Wijsman & Ackermann 2018). However, there is limited research on the content,
im lemen a ion, and efficac of m ician heal h co e , a ic la l in So h Af ica (SA),
and minimal data exploring the lived experiences of music students participating in
occupational health interventions. Therefore, I conducted a study to explore SA student
m ician e e ience , e ce ion , and nde anding of a com ehen i e occ a ional
health course at a university (Salonen, 2018). Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis
(Smith, Flowers & Larkin 2009) provided the conceptual and analytic framework. I
conducted semi-structured interviews before and after the course, with substantiating data
gathered from st den jo nal , de c i i e e ionnai e , ideo of cla e , hei eache
observations and my observations and reflections. This paper will focus on the findings
demon a ing he den
e ec i e on he co e con en and hei e ce ion of
changes in themselves and their musicianship. Twelve themes will be presented and
discussed, illuminated by the den
oice in he fo m of o a ion , ela ing o a ec
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such as musical identity, prevention, acquisition of tools, compassion, practice, self-efficacy,
self-regulation, performance confidence, active vs passive learning, SA relevance, and the
reciprocity of well-being outcomes and artistic outcomes. Implications and practical
recommendations for the design of health and well-being interventions and training for
student musicians in SA will be delineated.
Bio
An award-winning flautist and academic, Bridget is sought-after pedagogue, performer,
chola , and m ician heal h ac i ione . In e e ed in he ne
of o imal a i ic
e fo mance and ellbeing, he e ea ch incl de m ician heal h ed ca ion and health
literacy; somatics; sensorimoto e aining; and m ician mo i a ion and meaning. She i
Researcher and Lecturer at Stellenbosch University.

Roos, Hilde
Opera as ‘African Total Theatre’, Reflections on Nomenclature and Paradigm Shifts
The idea of opera in Africa and opera from Africa has of late become more pertinent in opera
scholarship. Apart from various scholarly publications, composers of African descent have
made the genre their own, developed individual and site-specific aesthetics and questioned
the boundaries of genre definitions. The Nigerian composer Bode Omojola, now living and
working in the USA, for example, states that his operas con in e he lineage of Af ican
o e a ic ac ice [ ha ] eda e colonial le (Omojola 2020). Wole Soyinka too, owns the
e m o e a in an Af ican con e , claiming ha mo Nige ian of m gene a ion e e
weaned on opera, complete with every structural component, from overture to stand-anddeli e a ia o agic clima e (So inka 1999).
This presentation will explore the nomenclat e of Af ican O e a hi o icall and
geographically by exploring where the term has been applied to musical works on the
continent and investigating on what basis these works claim such nomenclature. I will
furthermore examine the notion of o al theat e , as described by African cultural
practitioners and theorists such as Mineke Schipper (1986), Praise Zenenga (2015) and Zakes
Mda (2020). The concept refers to the aesthetic paradigm in which theatre, music, dance, and
other creative artistic modes are integrated into practices of African performance. I will
reflect on whether contemporary opera compositions as well as the practise of opera in Africa
in fact unshackles the genre of it exclusive European roots, and calls for a broadened
understanding of the genre.
Bio
Hilde Roos is a researcher at Africa Open Institute for Music, Research and Innovation at
Stellenbosch University. Her work focuses on historical and contemporary representations of
opera in South Africa with special reference to the intersection of the genre with politics and
race.
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Shaw, Jonathan G.
From BCom to DMus: Jumping on the Bandwagon
My professional life has always encompassed a career in music, specifically working on
recorded music productions as a music producer fulfilling functions ranging from songwriter,
arranger, session performer, engineer, marketer and policy researcher. This role has typically
been associated with the recorded music sector of the broader music industries.
However, in my academic life, I embarked on a BCom, followed by BCom Honours and
more recently a Master of Arts in Cultural Policy and Management, all at Wits University.
On completion of my Masters, I endeavoured to follow a life-long dream of embarking on a
BMus, although this never came to be. In anticipation, I completed grade 5 music theory at
UNISA and I am continuing to grade 6. But, bold as I am, I applied to Wits School of Arts,
Music Division and bypassed a BMus entirely, being accepted as a PhD student. I have only
just begun the research, and my wish is to approach the study with sensitivity to humanities
epistemologies while matching them to business sciences.
This paper shall describe my experience in being a working music professional while wishing
to have qualifications potent in the music industries. I shall review my impressions of
interdisciplinary education and research and the ark from completing a BCom to finally
en olling in a PhD in m ic. Wi h an o ide
ie of he BMus pedagogy I continue to
look at its applicability to the world of work.
I would like to address the continuing perceived dichotomous disjunctions between music
and business, academia and work, practice-based research and knowledge, education and
career, colonialism and de-colonialism, and so on. These elements have shaped my
perception of my current artistic business practice and I feel my contribution would be of
interest to practitioners seeking balance in their own [insert-contentious-compound-word]
research and practice.
Bio
Jonathan G. Shaw is a platinum-level audio engineer and #1 chart hit record producer,
composer and arranger. An author and creative industries consultant through his firm Ibilion,
Shaw is also a sessional lecturer at the Wits School of Arts and music PhD candidate.

Sithela, Abonga
Women’s Involvement in Music: South Africa and Africa in the Late 1 th and Early 20th
Century
The purpose of my paper is to highlight the under-researched role that African women have
played in music in the late 19 century and late 20 century. Women in ol emen in m ic
i a o ic ha ha been e ea ched in ela ion o e e n a m ic in E o e and Af ican
traditional music, but it has not been spoken or written about in many sources relating to the
late 19 century and early 20 century in Africa. When the sources of the previously stated
period discuss the important musicians of the time, they focus on the male figures and
th

th

th

th
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mention the women in passing. I am still uncovering new names when looking at the early
sources from Africa (newspapers and other writings). For example, Nokutela Dube is
mentioned as a wife of the music composer John Langalibalele Dube, not as the composer
herself. Sylvia Colenso is only mentioned as an accompanist to the choir that was singing
Nk i Sikelel iAf ika at the founding meeting of the ANC not as a musician and poet that
she was. There are other women from the continent as well: Emahoy Tsegue-Maryam
Geubrou from Ethopia, for example, is a pianist and a composer and only recently research
on her as a composer has been written. Some other names that came up include Charlotte
Manye-Maxeke and Magogo kaDinizulu. The paper will introduce the life and works of these
women, how their musical careers were impacted not only by the colonial system but also by
patriarch . A a e l , ome of Nok ela D be com o i ion e e c edi ed a he
h band
o k, fo e am le. The a e in end o gi e he e omen he de e ed c edi fo
their work in order to encourage the following generations of female composers.
Bio
Abonga Sithela is a lecturer in Musicology at the South African College of Music at the
University of Cape Town. Completed BMus, BMus (Hons) and MMus in Musicology at
SACM. His doctoral studies centres on music as a lens through which to read complex
decolonial and epistemic questions about South Africa.

Smith, Saskia
Musical Spaces and Reconciliatory Relationships
In this paper I wish to explore some preliminary theoretical musings around the use of music
for potential reconciliatory intent. Volf (2019) suggests that equality rather than hierarchy is
needed for relational reconciliation. Boesak and DeYoung (2012) argue that reconciliation
requires a complete rethinking of how we interact with one another on a relational and
societal level. While Maluleke (2007) suggests that reconciliation is broader than between
racial groups. I wish to explore the implications of the above theoretical thoughts for making
music together with potential reconciliatory intent. Turino (2008) suggests that playing music
together has the potential to create intimacy of relationship, yet, he stresses the very real
im e fec ion of m ical ela ion hi . The bjec ma e of m ic econcilia o
o en ial,
and its possibilities as well as its limitations, interests me precisely due to its complexity.
Rather than music enabling seemingly perfect relationships, the question arises to what extent
music might help us rethink existing relationships, and shift very real cultural boundaries in
order that we might find each other in new and exciting ways.
Bio
Saskia Smith studied musicology at the University of Amsterdam (2012-2017). Her research
interests are applied ethnomusicology, music and reconciliation and African music. She is
currently working on her PhD at the University of KwaZulu-Natal.
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Sparg, Joy
Voicing Trauma: Clare Loveday’s Gathering
Com o ed in 2018, Cla e Lo eda Gathering, a work for female chorus, was written in the
ake of o ignifican e en : he #MeToo Mo emen and he fo nding of Lo eda
Women M ic Collec i e. Thi a e ead Lo eda Gathering against the backdrop of
these developments, exploring how the wo k e e a a onic manife o fo Lo eda
omen collec i e, he
ggle o find an indi id al and collec i e female oice, a ell a
o king h o gh a ma. B foc ing on Lo eda
e of e e i ion, f agmen a ion and
silence, I explore Gathering a a e e en a ion of omen e e ience of and eco e
f om a ma acco ding o J di h He man (1992:3) h ee age of eco e : e ablishing
safety, reconstructing the trauma story, and restoring the connection between survivors and
hei comm ni . Gathering emphasises the importance of female collectives in creating
safe spaces where women can share stories, process experiences and find a sense of solidarity
within a supportive community. The absence of text in Gathering, a counterintuitive
compositional decision for a choral work, significantly speaks to the struggle for language in
the grip of pain and trauma. The struggle for language is both poietic and esthesic, in other
words, it is both a struggle to find words in which to narrate trauma and a struggle to be heard
and listened to.
Bio
Joy Sparg graduated with Honours in Music (cum laude) from Stellenbosch University in
April 2022 and i c en l o king a m ic eache . She in end o
e a Ma e
degree in the near future and hopes to expand upon her research on the themes of gender and
trauma in South African vocal music.

Stacey, Cara
Work, Resilience and Continuance in Southern African Indigenous Music
This paper explores the working lives of a group of indigenous instrument players across
southern Africa before and during the Covid-19 pandemic. It presents the findings of a
research project motivated by the difficulty faced by so many musicians during this period. It
extends beyond this and asks: how have these musicians conducted their careers and
performed their music in recent years? With various musical scenes, festival routes and
industry spaces in this region, little research has been done into how contemporary
indigenous instrument players position and sustain themselves.
In this work, I put forward a revaluing of an ethno/musicology of now. Dylan Robinson
i e abo
en ie h cen
m ic chola
i uating Indigenous music in the past rather
han nde anding i con in ance (2020:12). Thi a e aim to extend our understanding
of southern African indigenous music and its performers by collating information on the
current and complex negotiation of heritage, performativity, economy and decolonisation that
these musicians engage in every day. The findings draw on interviews conducted with
musicians of diverse backgrounds and of different ages, from South Africa, Mozambique,
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eSwatini and Lesotho. Each musician performs music, professionally or semi-professionally,
on in
men ha a e de c ibed a
adi ional o indigeno in hei home con e .
This paper teases out some of the themes that coalesce in this type of musical work - issues
particular to southern African identity, to cultural decolonisation, and to the everyday
realities of musicians who perform on rare and largely undervalued African instruments.
Bio
Cara Stacey is a South African musician, composer and musicologist based in Johannesburg.
She is currently the Standard Bank Young Artist for Music 2021 and a Senior Lecturer in
African Music at North-West University.

Strauss, Suzanne and Dale Cockrell
South African Country Music: Why? and Why Not?
Our presentation centers around our research on South African country music, work that has
led to a 7000-word article for a new volume of the Bloomsbury Encyclopedia of Popular
Music of the World. Our work traces the history and development of South African country
music wi hin he con e of he co n
ocio-political realities during the 20 -century and
beyond.
th

To an e en , co n m ic hi o in So h Af ica mi o that of country music in the
United States of America, with similar instrumentation, stylistic characteristics, audience
constitution and production means. Yet, there is a striking difference between the music of
these two countries, most obviously in terms of geography and population demographics.
Our presentation sheds some light on the history of a South African music that is largely
untold. One possible reason might be that the music is readily associated with Afrikaansspeaking, working-class South Africans whose culture is oftentimes overlooked. Country
music was, and is, commercially highly popular in South Africa and a deeper investigation
in o hi m ic le e eal m ch abo So h Af ica a , e en and o ibl i f
e.
Bios
Suzanne Strauss holds PhD in musicology (popular music studies: metal music) from the
Odeion School of Music, University of the Free State, South Africa, and is currently a
contract lecturer at the same institution. She lectures in Cultural Musicology, General Music
Knowledge, Music & Society, Keyboard Skills as well as Repertoire & Method.
Dale Cockrell is a Research Associate of the University of the Free State, Professor Emeritus
of Musicology at Vanderbilt University, and the recipient of the Lifetime Achievement
Award from the Society for American Music. His most recent book is E e b d D i I :
Sex, Music, and Dance in New York, 1840-1917.
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Struwig, Mieke
Unpacking the South African Music Encyclopedia
The publication of the first volume of the South African Music Encyclopedia (SAME) in 1979
was heralded as one of the most important events in the existence of South African music
studies (Van der Merwe and Van der Linde, 1980). Edited by influential Afrikaner
musicologist Jacques Philip Malan, the four volumes comprising SAME brought together vast
quantities of previously conducted research and was claimed to contain the totality of our
knowledge of South African music (Malan, 1980). Alongside SAMUS, it was deemed to form
the foundation of South African music studies (Wegelin, 1981). Additionally, its use of
Afrikaans as musicological language was pioneering for a work of its scope.
Despite its status as a seminal piece of South African musicological literature, the scope,
underlying ideology and construction of SAME have invited numerous critiques over the
ea . The o k
ee ing ideological f ame of efe ence , eco e o he a a heid
di co e of he 1970 and 80 and i ed ced e e en a ion of Ban m ic (L cia, 2005)
has led to it arguably being viewed as the Apartheid Encyclopedia. This is further
complicated by its apparent disregard of popular music and its Western bias (Erlmann,
1984).
Against the backdrop of SAME c i ical ece ion, hi a e e o a mo e n anced
account of its making. In doing so, this paper moves beyond the conception of SAME as
simply a work of apartheid ideology, to an understanding of it as a microcosm of South
African music studies at the time of its publication.
Bio
Mieke Struwig completed her MMus: Musicology at Stellenbosch University in 2020. In
2019 she received the Nelson Mandela University Vice-Chancello medal fo he be fi
degree in the university for her BMus. She is currently pursuing PhD studies under the
guidance of Dr Carina Venter and Prof. Stephanus Muller, focusing on the intellectual history
of South African music studies. Her work has been published in SAMUS.

Van der Hoven, Lena
Using Empirical Data for a South African Opera Historiography Post-1994
My paper addresses the overdue research desideratum of an up-to-date assessment of the
general situation of the operatic landscape in South Africa after 1994. Most studies thus far
have either concentrated on an aesthetical and/or socio-political analysis of individual opera
productions or have begun the important historiography of individual opera companies
(Kunju 2013, Olivier 2014) or provinces (Roos 2010, Blanckenberg 2009, Muller 2018) in
micro-studies. Information about how many opera companies exist(ed), how they operate,
what their objectives are, how many new opera compositions have been composed by whom
and where they were staged, will enable us to contextualise relationships between certain
opera companies, their performance locations, audiences and the aesthetics of individual
opera productions.
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In this paper I will identify those agencies that have been producing opera and
commissioning new opera compositions since 1994. In contrast to first case studies with a
selected set of repertoires (van der Hoven 2022), I will analyse in this paper the entire
operatic repertoire found since 1994. Relying on my results, I will demonstrate how empirical
approaches can be used for a South African opera historiography post-1994 to highlight some
symptomatic phenomena of the South African opera market, as the predominance of opera
concerts over full-length staged opera performances, the predominance of performances of
short operas and the precarious situation of opera singers, which leads among other things to
an increasing number of newly established opera companies. My analysis will also allow to
analyse the short-hand consequences of the pandemic for the South African opera market in a
broader context.
Consequently, I argue that a future in-depth South African opera historiography after 1994
should consider both structural socio-economic dynamics as well as aesthetical and
performative dynamics for a comprehensive understanding of the contemporary operatic
landscape.
Bio
since 2022 Professor for Music Theatre at the University of Bern
PhD in Musicology at the Humboldt University of Berlin
2015-2022 Assistant Professor for Music Studies at the University of Bayreuth
2016-2022 member of the Bavarian Academy of Sciences and Humanities
2018 Scientific Award of the University of Bayreuth

Van der Walt, Alida
The Unpaid Labour of Feminist Musicianship in South Africa
This paper investigates the unpaid labour associated with feminist musicianship in South
Africa. Feminist musicianship, here, refers to the ways in which musicians may align their
performance practices with feminism/s, the latter being understood as the rich collection of
philosophies and movements that aim for the acknowledgement and opposition of all kinds of
oppression/s. South African musicians that strive for feminism-friendly performance
practices might find that doing so compounds their situation of financial oppression in a local
economy that is still trying to find its feet after hundreds of years of external and ongoing
internal oppression. The arts simply are not a main prio i on o co n
a oll, and
neither is feminism. With the intersectionality of oppressions as a methodological lens, I
argue in this paper that feminist musicianship practices in South African art music imposes
an additional layer of financial oppression in the form of unpaid labour on its practitioners. I
do this by firstly explaining the need for feminist performance practices on South African art
music scenes and outlining what such practices might entail. Then, I explain how feminist
musicianship in general differs from feminist musicology / scholarship, and consider how and
why it requires unpaid labour of those who practice it. Lastly, I do not seek to provide
answers or solutions to this issue a feat that falls far beyond the scope of this paper but
rather to affirm the necessity of feminist musicianship in South African art music even in the
face of threats to its existence.
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Bio
Alida an de Wal i c en l
ing a Ma e deg ee in M icolog a Rhode
University, supervised by Dr William Fourie. Her research investigates expectations of
female ordentlikheid on South African classical concert stages. She holds BMus and
BMusHons degrees, specialising in vocal performance, from the University of Stellenbosch.

Watkins, Lee
“Bra’ ”, We are the Archive!: The Representation of African Traditional Sounds in the Very
Modern Genre of Rap
A general assumption is that the hip hop song and rap music are very modern genres with an
excessive reliance on the technological. We hear the a e engagemen i h a o nd ha i
produced by his or her prowess with a machine. But, as has been demonstrated in numerous
publications, from Elijah Wald to Jeff Chang, the rhythmic and melodic sounds of the
performing voice provide an equal if not mo e im o an fea e of he a e
m icali .
The pool of sounds, derived from his or her language, added to his or her musical encounters
over time, are brought together into a sonic expression which represents a chronotopic
flattening of time and ace. In man a So h Af ican a ong, he mode n and he
adi ion a e
a hed in o an ae he ic of diffe ence and imili de. Thi ai in hei m ic
defies the conventions of the regularly conceived popular song.
In this presentation, I argue that the South African rap song is a repository of the past as
much as it reflects on the current state of our sonic world, in which there is an intensification
of movement of real and virtual sounds. In examining rap style in South Africa, the
predilection of hip hoppers to refer to the musical sounds of the past is a dominant aspect of
their style. Not only are sounds from the past revived and imbued with a new temporality, but
increasingly, traditional instruments such as the uhadi; and the voice, which is evoked in its
ritualistic context of the past, make their appearance. These developments in the rap song
presuppose the idea of an archive which I deem peculiar to hip hop. Hip hoppers are active
participants in the shaping of this deeply, sonic archive.
Bio
Lee Watkins is the Director of the International Library of African Music (ILAM), which is
based at Rhodes University. He has been conducting research on hip hop in South Africa
since the 1990s. This paper is based on research conducted for a manuscript on rap style in
South Africa. His other interests include applied studies of music, rural cultural economies,
and music in its socio-cultural contexts, be it in the locale or in transnational movement.
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Watkins, Lee, Tom Mboya, Markus Coester, Jocelyn Mory and Noel Lobley
Panel: Beyond the “Digital Return”: “New Heritage/s,” Sustenance, and the Decolonisation of
Music Archives in South Africa, Kenya and Ghana
Thi anel i conce ned i h e ea ch on digi al e n, a ac ice of repatriation/restitution
of submerged but now digitally accessible and mediated musical and cultural
material/heritage (Lobley 2012, Coester 2012, Bell et al. 2013, Mojako 2016, Thram 2018,
Gimenez 2018, Madiba 2019). The panel enquires on how these materials are circulated,
accessed, and used once they have been returned (Bell, Christen and Turin 2013), on what
new social and cultural relations are produced when music and the culturally-specific,
recorded/mediatised meanings, skills, memories, ideas, knowledges, sounds, and
performance styles it (used to) represent(s) start to recirculate, become accessible? It thus
conce ali e a chola l a oach be ond e a ia ion and in e iga e he ignificance
of he ela edne of digi al e n o oce e of heritage and identity re/construction, as
well as the decolonisation of institutional music archives/repositories in three African
countries: South Africa, Kenya, and Ghana. Moreover, the panel is concerned with processes
of learning in digital open access and digital agenda and it thus contributes to exploring the
field and relationship of music learning and heritage through decolonising practices such as
a ici a o e ea ch and lea ning. We a k he e ion, i digi al e n he answer to
sustaining music cultures or reviving an interest in them where it may be the case that they
are on the brink of collapse or extinction?
Panellists:
Dr. Lee Watkins (Rhodes University, South Africa)
Prof. Tom Mboya (Moi University, Kenya)
Dr. habil. Markus Coester (Bayreuth University, Germany)
Dr Jocelyn Mory (formerly University of Washington)
Dr Noel Lobley (University of Virginia USA)

Wayne, Kerri-Leigh
Critical Race Theory as a Framework for the South African Music Classroom
Every teaching situation is animated by power dynamics that influence the way educators and
learners interact with one another. Often power dynamics operate in ways that are so
normalised that they become imperceptible. If we wish to foster inclusivity in music
education, we should be concerned with identifying theories that elucidate the issues of
power and privilege that prevail in our classrooms. Given the history and ongoing impact of
systemic racism in South Africa, I propose that music educators and scholars consider critical
race theory (CRT) as a lens to reflect on their work. There are many misconceptions
surrounding CRT, particularly in light of its misrepresentation in public discourse in the
USA; however, CRT can be a useful framework for understanding the ways that race
continues to impact our music students, our practice, and the curriculum. With roots in legal
scholarship, CRT has been expanded to the domains of education and music education.
Although it was developed by scholars in the USA, local researchers in the fields of law and
education have demonstrated its relevance to the South African context. In this presentation, I
will provide an overview of critical race theory and I will propose ways in which it could
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help South African music teachers to acknowledge the pervasiveness of racism, move away
from discourses of neutrality, and make space for the counter-narratives that students bring to
the classroom.

Bio
Kerri-Leigh Wayne is pursuing a PhD degree in Music Education at the North-West
University under Dr Janelize Morelli. She is investigating the potential of participatory action
research to empower high school music teachers to foster equitable teaching practices
through culturally relevant pedagogy.

Wentink, Catrien
Inspired by Lullabies: Folk song arrangments by Hannes Taljaard (Part 2)
In this lecture demonstration I will analyse, discuss and perform Zwikumbu Zwingana (2010),
which is a set of three Lullabies arranged by the South African composer Hannes Taljaard
(1971 - ). Zwikumbu Zwingana (2010) consists of three traditional lullabies based on folk
ong f om diffe en c l e namel Ihi (A T hi enda L llab ), Siembamba (an
Af ikaan l llab ) and Th la h (A Z l l l llab ). The dece i ely simple arrangements in
Zwikumbu Zwingana (2010) feature interesting accompaniments, colourful harmonies and the
alteration of melodic contours, as well as metric and harmonic instability and the avoidance
of clear cadences. As all three these lullabies is also folk songs, some comparisons will be
drawn between the folk song arrangements of Taljaard and folk song arrangements of other
composers.
A Taljaa d
den a bo h nde g ad a e and o g ad a e le el , I o ld like o a
tribute to his work as a composer and arranger, the latter forming a significant part of his
oeuvre, in this lecture demonstration. This is also the first research done on the solo piano
lullaby arrangements by the South African composer Hannes Taljaard.
As arranger and composer, Taljaard is fond of lullabies. He mentions several reasons for
this. The first is his experience as a very young child of his mother singing to him and his
ibling (Taljaa d 2020). The econd i he hone m icali of l llabie . The hi d ea on
is that lullabies are common cultural ground: because the political and cultural situation in
South Africa is so complicated, he feels that sharing lullabies between cultures could have a
positive influence on the cultural situation in our country (Taljaard 2020).
Bio
Catrien Wentink received her D.Mus degree in piano ensemble performance at the NorthWest University in 2018. Her research specialities is Dalcroze Eurhythmics and ensembles
(Doctoral degree) and music theory analysis (masters degree). She has presented at numerous
international and national conferences on these research specialities. She also performs
regularly as an accompanist, and chamber musician. She is currently a senior lecturer in
Music theory at the School of Music of the North-West University.
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Weyer, Waldo W.
Exploring Aesthetic Experience in Cyberspace: The Case of Concert Hall YouTube
Thi a e e lo e he online a dience ae he ic e e ience of li e/ eamed m ic
performances on the social media platform YouTube. In order to gain a more current
understanding of aesthetic experience the contextualisation entails both a journey through its
place in history and an exploration through a phenomenological lens where the focus is on
music perception but also touching base with music psychology and music cognition. A
systematic content analysis of comments about several performances by professional pianists
who played recitals at Wigmore Hall in London during Covid-19 in 2021/2 was done.
Deductive coding with the predetermined code beauty was applied in the content analysis.
The evolution of the code beauty is subsequently described by taking into account the
emergent themes as yielded through the data in the comments by the online
audiences. Results indicate that our understanding of aesthetic experience should be much
broader and nuanced. Aesthetic qualities are also immediately grasped and it appears as if
aesthetic experience moves on a continuum between procedural and propositional
knowledge. Furthermore, aesthetic experience seems to be determined by a continuous shift
between empiricism and rationalism. Finally, YouTube acts as an intersubjective forum that
gives further insight into how aesthetic experience is either rooted in articulated opinions on
taste or opinions where only beauty matters; an indication that these two core concepts of
aesthetics continue to dictate the spectrum of aesthetic experience.

Bio
Waldo Weyer completed a DMus in Piano Performance in 2014. He is an Associate Professor
in piano and piano pedagogy at the North-West University, Potchefstroom. Waldo enjoys
performing chamber music, teaches a full piano studio and often adjudicates at piano
competitions and eisteddfods. He is interested in performative research, hermeneutics, as well
as aesthetic experience.

Wium, Matildie
Symphonic Idiom and Narrative in Michael Mosoeu Moerane’s Fatše la Heso (1

1)

This paper takes up a suggestion posed by Christine Lucia at the end of her 2019 Muziki
a icle The Time Do No Pe mi : Moe ane, So h Af ica, Le o ho, and Fa e La He o ,
namel , ha Moe ane s piece deserves a more in-depth analytical engagement than she had
had space for in her own article, including considerations of the interaction of its African and
European aspects, its chromaticism and diatonicism, its multivalent emotional content, and its
musical-political significance (p. 107). The only symphonic piece among a vast choral
o
, Moe ane
m honic oem a com o ed in a edagogical con e (fo he
oe
of earning a B.Mus. degree at Rhodes University College, then a satellite campus of UNISA)
under the guidance of Austrian émigré-composer Friedrich Hartmann (1900-1973). As Lucia
has shown, the score was eventually obtained by the Cory Library at Rhodes University and
ha no been bli hed a a of L cia Af ican Com o e Edi ion. It has been performed
both locally (most recently in 2010 at the Johannesburg International Mozart Festival) and
internationally (most recently in 2019 during the Deutsche Welle Campus Project as part of
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the Beethovenfest Bonn), and recorded for Naxos in 1994 by the National Symphony
O che a of he SABS cond c ed b Pe e Ma chbank. M con ide a ion of Moe ane
composition will take structural analysis as its point of departure, and will focus on the
treatment of the themes derived from traditional music and their function within the form of
the symphonic poem, taking cognizance of recent scholarship on form and narrative in
instrumental music genres, and interpreting its insights with reference to the reception history
and political context constructed by Lucia.
Bio
Matildie Wium is a senior lecturer in musicology and music theory in the Odeion School of
Music at the University of the Free State in Bloemfontein, South Africa. She has published
on twentieth-century South African art music as well as the musical practices and experiences
of female opera singers in mid-nineteenth century London.

Wynne, Donovan
Intervention Design in Design-Based Research in Piano Pedagogy at an Eastern Cape Primary
School
Many education studies suggest that optimal learning occurs when the child is engaged in
collaborative, playful activity in which knowledge is constructed and not passively received.
I am preparing to conduct an intervention in which a play-based, compositional approach to
piano teaching is used, where children emerge as cultural agents. This productive approach
will allow children to become the architects of cultural artefacts that have meaning to them,
through a creative process that they control. A design-based study will be undertaken,
through three iterations, to develop this intervention. This study aims to evaluate
com o i ion ole a a edagogical ool and o de e mine he he com o i ion can e abli h
he iano a an im o an a of iano den m ical iden i ie in a So h Af ican
context. Design researchers strive to achieve learning objectives within specific learning
contexts while also developing theories that transcend the ecology from which they emerged,
thereby making the findings generalisable. This study will therefore aim to develop an
approach that is transferrable. A key component of design-based research (DBR) is the
hypothetical learning trajectory (HLT), which consists of the learning goals, activities and
predicted learning processes that are mapped by the researcher/teacher. HLTs are useful in all
phases of DBR: they inform the design of the intervention in the initial design phase, provide
a guideline for the teacher to follow throughout the teaching experiment phase, and they
assist in the retrospective analysis phase where the HLT is compared with the actual learning
trajectory (ALT). In this paper, I aim to describe the design of the intervention, focusing on
the development of the specific tools and methods to be used in the first iteration of the
investigation, and how a comparison between the HLT and ALT might inform the design of
the second iteration.
Bio
Donovan Wynne graduated from Rhodes University in 2006, where he studied composition,
iano eaching, and e fo mance. He ha ince a gh in gi l
ima chools in the Eastern
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Cape and recently returned to Rhodes University, where he is working towards a PhD in
piano pedagogy.

Zdrálek, Vít
Performing Lifela Slowly and Fast In Lefiswane: Musical Negotiations of an Ordinary
Accordionist with Postcolonial Religious Practice in South Africa
In my doctoral dissertation, I told the story of an ordinary South African black male township
musician Lesiba Samuel Kadiaka (*1962), an accordion player, a songwriter and singer, also
a father, a husband and a partner, whose life is (since 1985) intimately connected with and
expressive of the Zion Christian Church (ZCC), the largest African-initiated church in South
Africa. It is based on individual-centered, close-up and long-term ethnographic research and
shows ways in which postcolonial subjectivity is constructed in time and place, with different
strategies adopted in order to survive individual hardship, maintain the family, and still
manage o
e one d eam a a m ician.
The proposed paper presents the ZCC as deeply re-fo ming Sam el
bjec i i and hi
social and cultural self as it is expressed in his musicking and ideas about music and
inseparably life, society and culture. Its actual focus is on description, analysis, and
in e e a ion of Sam el musical involvement in one particular ZCC event, a large family
ceremony of unveiling tombstones in Lefiswane (Mpumalanga province, 2008), where
significantly he appeared both as a member of a collective musical body and as a solo
musician, accompanying the congregation singing lifela (hymns) on accordion during the allnight vigil and the morning procession to the cemetery and there from grave to grave. It
examines the various implications and consequences of these two kinds of musical
involvement with regard to the cen al heme of Sam el ocial and c l al nego ia ion a
a an i ional e on be een a a heid and o -apartheid South Africa.
Bio
Vít Zdrálek is a lecturer in ethnomusicology, Institute of Musicology, Faculty of Arts,
Charles University, Czech Republic.
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